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ANALYSIS
OW O FTEN politicians who are not quite so clever as they
think they are pursue with devious intrigue a policy which
leads to results precisely the opposite to those they desire. The
vote against E.D.C. by the new left-nationalist combination of
Monsieur Mendes-France in the French Parliament was a t once
described as the triumph of communism; it was, in fact, the triumph
o f the old Wehrmacht. It has long been obvious that nothing could
now prevent the rearming of the Germans. This vote only decided
in reality that they should be armed as a national and not as a
European force. The Americans cannot do without the Germans in
face of Russia; the French could only influence the American decision
to the extent o f joining o r separating in some degree the force of
Germany from the European community. They have played
straight into the hands of all whom they fear most; it only needs the
insistence of the English Foreign Office on the appointment o f
professional traitors to the command of the new national German
army for a full circle of the wheel of folly. Only one opportunity for
further stupidity in this matter can possibly rem ain; if the late
Beaverbrook Press insults the mass of the German people long
enough they may be more disposed to fight on the side of the
Russians under the'chiefs whom the Foreign Office supplies. For
in the not distant future the only real question will be on which side
the new national German army will fight. Fortunately a spirit
exists in the German people and a faith lives in Europe which will
be stronger in loyalty to our continent than the combination of
communist treachery and nationalist stupidity which has once again
come so near to wrecking it. Let us therefore look beyond the paper
tempest to the realities of the military situation.

H

Four stages of military thinking.
There are four stages o f thinking about the defence of Europe ;
most o f our leading statesmen have just reached the second, but
a few seem to be groping toward the third. The first is the thinking
3
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of the “ great deterrent ” ; it dates from the days when America
had a monopoly of the atom bomb and is still reflected in the
British “ Statement on Defence 1954 ’’ and in the writings o f Air
Marshal Sir John Slessor. The second was introduced officially
in a speech last November by Sir Winston Churchill (and most
unofficially four years earlier in an essay which was re-printed in
our issue of January 1954). This thinking faces the fact that theRussians also have now got the atom and hydrogen bombs, which
the thinking o f the first stage apparently ignores. The hydrogen
bomb is no monopoly weapon ; we soon will be unable to use
it for fear of a Russian reprisal. In the air the age of the
“ paralysed giants ” will shortly arrive.
The third stage of thinking draws the logical conclusion th at the
Russian army will soon again be in command o f Europe ; if the
air arm is out, the strongest army is again supreme. That army is
the Russian army, and, in present conditions, only a German army
can face it. Those who feel the necessity for a German army in
Europe thus grope toward the third stage o f thought, b u t few of
them express themselves very clearly. Is it too sweeping to say
that men still denouncing all things German are either fools or
fellow travellers ? Perhaps — but the life o f England has often
been risked in recent times by sheer frivolity and irresponsibility.
The fourth stage of thinking has not yet been approached by
ruling statesmen or by journalism. In faot war in the west is very
unlikely because modem war in that confined space is too dangerous.
Even when the overwhelming strength of the Russian army is
theoretically restored, the Russians will think twice before they
risk a move which might evoke the explosion o f the wot Id. Also
the west will eventually realise that the sole remaining risk in the
military sphere is a coup of the Russian army which they can
only answer with the mutual disaster of hydrogen war. So with
the aid of the Germans and atomic artillery they will at the
eleventh hour put themselves in a position to resist Russian
invasion, and the age of the paralysed giants will then exist on land
as well as in the air. The day o f full war waged by armies, navies
and air forces will be over. But the reality will then emerge which
as yet is nowhere recognised. It is nearer to civil than to inter
national w a r : the Soviets will transfer the struggle to their own
ground. The sequence will be : economic depression precipitated
and accentuated by the end o f armament booms owing to a strong
Soviet peace drive; economic infiltration of the west, strikes,
4
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lock-outs and universal industrial strife ; sabotage and violent
action of communist guerrillas against the nerve centres of opposing
governments, which will be simultaneously distracted by colonial
upheavals ; attempts at the classic revolutionary take-over of
states which, in addition, have been softened by internal propaganda
and thoroughly permeated by highly placed agents in the key
positions of administration and defence. It is time to recognise
the fourth man. It will need not only new thinking but a new
movement to stop him ; a movement with a clearer purpose and
a stronger faith. For he is reality.
EUROPEAN

THE COMING CRISIS:
MARKETS, EXCHANGES
AND TAXATION
by SIR OSWALD MOSLEY
An essay to reduce the economic complexities by which many
people are presently deceived, and can eventually be ruined, to
certain clarities o f economic principle on which a new system may
be based,
E HAVE LONG talked about the coming crisis. Perhaps
too long ; we incur the danger of those who cry wolf.
For it is impossible to determine the chronology of crisis ; I have
always refused to hazard even a guess about the time. The only
thing certain is that crisis will come; it is a mathematical certainty.
j
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It may be a matter of months or years, but it will come. The
whole structure of the present system has long been obsolete, and
recently has also become rotten ; it must crash.
The obsolescence of the system begins to be admitted ; even
a conservative Chancellor of the Exchequer recently spoke of
economic difficulties which have been developing for the last fifty
years. My own speech of resignation from the government drawing
attention to these facts was made twenty-four years ago : in the
accelerating pace of events conservatism catches up with less than
its old time lag. In the interval a war and two armament booms
have postponed, but will in the end accentuate, the operation of
these economic facts which were examined so long ago.
It is possible for outside observers to speak with certainty of the
long-term trend of this matter because it falls within the sphere
of political economy and can be analysed with some precision.
The short-term trend — the when of crisis — falls rather in the
region of finance and is more a matter of speculation ; the
competent authorities in this sphere are the Soviets who create
panic and the Stock Exchanges who record it. The rulers of
Soviet Russia can decide when a strong peace move shall bring to
an end the armament boom which since the war has protected the
economies of the western powers from their “ internal contra
dictions ” ; this situation, heralded from time to time by the
financial press under the headline “ peace scares,” will then abruptly
restore reality. The difference between political economy and
financial speculation about chronology is plain ; if a m an is a
marine engineer he can say with certainty that a ship with a certain
degree of list will capsize in the course o f a long voyage, but he
cannot say when it will sink : that depends when a certain wave
hits it in a certain place, or, still more, when the cargo o f easilystampeded sheep on board observes the danger and rushes to the
side nearest the water ; it is then a matter for the Stock Exchanges
which constitute the cargo, and they see things always late and
exaggeratedly. We are here concerned with the real causative
economic situation which can be measured, not with the financial
crash which can only be guessed.
The origin of our present troubles is that England began with the
industrial monopoly of the world. This developed a certain
economic structure and, also, a certain habit o f mind which has
endured ever since. We were able to sell our manufactured goods
where and how we liked, and at practically any price we liked ;
6
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the whole world wanted our goods and was prepared to send us a
disproportionate quantity of primary products in exchange. It
was the age of get rich quick, and the way to do it was to sell goods
abroad : those who wanted manufactures which they could not
get elsewhere would give any price or accept any condition from
our monopolists. We either received in return an inordinate
amount of their primary products of food and raw materials or
saddled them with huge charges on their future production in the
shape of loans. Britain’s financial wealth became immense, but
our agriculture was almost ruined because under these conditions
we could get food much more cheaply abroad. It was the age of
long hands and short vision : profits grew with the industrial
slums and'the life-binding roots of the yeomen and the peasantry
were drawn from the soil to make the bright bonfire of megalopolis.
Enough of the aristocracy found coal under the land, or increased
land values round the new cities, to preserve the economic position
of all and to complete the debauch of some.
But the idyll of Midas began to be interrupted even before the
first world war by the intrusion of competition into this monopoly
of a rich man’s paradise and a poor man’s hell. Other nations
began to develop their own industries and to play the same game.
W hat is more, they all set out to have a favourable balance of
trade, and have declared it to be the first objective o f their economic
policy ever since. As a favourable balance of trade means exporting
more than you import, it is plainly a mathematical impossibility
for everyone to achieve this capitalist triumph at the same time.
Hence the increasing perplexity of our gravest economists and the
recurrent lamentations of the politicians in crises of ever-increasing
severity. It did not require the Marxian tomes to prove it could
not work for ever ; that was really so obvious from the start.
N or need we accept the heavy nineteenth-century dogmatism of
the communist declaration that nothing will work except the dicta
tion of a bureaucracy, imposed by a bloodstained tyranny, because
mankind’s first experiment after the industrial revolution was so
flatly stupid. The Marxian laws will operate if you do something
so silly, but they are quite easily overcome by the mind and will of
men once they have reached the adult stage. If you jump off a
very high tower you prove Newton’s law of gravity by breaking
your neck, but only a great fool or a deliberate suicide would do it.
To overcome the laws o f gravity adult men have invented first the
balloon, then the aeroplane, and later the rocket and all kinds of
T
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intricate devices by which they can laugh at the fears o f the old
neck breakers. So too in economic matters the ingenious mind
and cool will of western man will find plenty of means to overcome
the old Marxian laws without submitting to the dull tyranny of
communism, or indulging for ever in the gloomy errors o f the old
neck breakers of international capitalism. But for the moment
we are still stuck in the elementary stage of trying to under-sell
each other by cut-throat competition on world markets in the
absurd illusion that everyone at the same time can export more than
he imports.
The situation, of course, was aggravated long before the last
war by the equipment of the oriental with modem machinery at
the hands of international finance, for the sake o f more profits ;
the modem Labour Party seeks to complete the process with its
Colombo Plan, etc., for the sake of more socialism. The effect
in either case is the same ; the industries o f the west are under
cut on world markets by coolie labour which is paid a fraction of
our wages. The transfer from a capitalist to a socialist system in
an individual country which is still tied to the international trading
system makes not the slightest difference to the re s u lt; the only
effect is probably to reduce the competitive efficiency o f its industries
and to make disaster more certain. The more that western minds
make machines perfect in their simplicity, the easier they are for
coolie labour to work. The more we rationalise industry on the
basis of such simplified mechanical operations, the more the factor
of skill disappears. Eventually an oriental who lives on a bowl
of rice a day is not only equal in efficiency to white labour but in
some respects superior ; a coolie can endure the monotony of
pushing a button as one unit in a conveyor belt process for an
indefinite number of hours a day, while a white man cannot. The
end of mechanisation and rationalisation under the existing system
is the triumph of oriental labour to the vast profit o f the finance
which equips it. The mad process of international capitalism (and
international socialism) is thus completed, and the west is ruined.
It can live only in the completely artificial conditions of armament
booms and other desperate expedients, which alone are presently
sustaining even an economy so powerful and brilliant as the
American. In the end the whole system will collapse ; the drugs
trill fail and not a single shot in the arm will be left. The drugs
have been armament booms, an inflated system of hire purchase
and the completely new American device of a credit advance on
8
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wages. In any setback the effect of the long drug taking will be
to turn a normal economic depression of the present system into
a fatality. Any serious unemployment occasioned by a reduction
in armament orders, or by a tendency o f production to outstrip
demand despite these artificial stimuli of the market, will bring
crashing the whole edifice o f hire purchase and loans secured on
wages which will no longer be paid.
Yet in this anarchic attempt to adjust consumption to production
American vitality has made an instinctive effort to solve the root
problem ; it is not the increase of purchasing power but the chaotic
muddle of the method which will bring, or rather enhance, the
crash. I advocated consumer’s credits more than twenty-five years
ago in a pamphlet, “ Revolution By Reason ” . In crude summary,
it suggested loans in a carefully organised system to increase
wages and salaries until the purchasing power of the producers
could balance their production. But the whole object of the policy
was to secure an ultimate stability between production and demand,
which could be followed by a system o f measured increase in the
markets as science progressively increased the power to produce.
Much thought was given to this central point and a reasonably
effective answer was supplied in the more primitive conditions of
those days. But in America no thought seems to have been given
to this vital point at all ; the purchasing power is just pushed out
in the form of almost unlimited credits on wages until some puncture
lets the gas. out of the balloon, with obvious results. I was at the
time denounced by Mr. Snowdon as the wild man of the Labour
Party on account of these “ Birmingham proposals,” so it is enter
taining to see the staidest financiers of Wall Street being so much
wilder nearly a generation later. Yet that basic problem of matching
production with demand remains ; in the end we shall solve it by
increasing the power of the people to consume until it balances
their power to produce. More thought must be given to the matter
but the basic principle remains true ; all that is lacking is the will
to apply it. America at least, in a crude style, has had a try ; the
present English leaders are content as usual just to live on the
precarious and temporary results of the American effort, A
beginning was made in pre-war Germany, but nowhere else has the
problem been tackled at all, until the present wild lunge in America
to escape from a crisis of over-production which was gathering
despite armament orders.
The lack of markets is always the root problem of modern industry
9
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in normal conditions, and the lack of markets is simply the lack of
purchasing power in the hands of the peoples. That basic de
ficiency is of course accentuated by the fierce competition on
international markets which is inherent in the present trading
system. In a rational system it would only be necessary to sell
abroad sufficient to purchase anything that cannot be produced
at home. In an area of raw material supply and finished product
market as large as Europe-Africa external trade would be entirely
superfluous ; a possible luxury but never a necessity. But in the
present system it is obvious that a ferocity of competition is inevit
able when all are striving to export more than they import in order
to secure a favourable balance of trade. Wages tend then always
to be driven down in order to undercut competitors, and as wages
decrease the home market of each country contracts. Shaved
clean of its be-whiskered jargon the premises o f the Marxian thesis
are seen in this respect to be more and more confirmed ; yet certain
countries have already shown how easy it was to frustrate the
Marxian laws by contracting out o f international competition in
favour of building an economy of their own. Pre-war Germany
lacked living room and materials ; it had nothing approaching
the opportunity of the English people to solve their problem in
the pre-war Empire. Yet Germany as a poor and circumscribed
country was able in a very brief period to solve a mass unemploy
ment problem which had endured foi years and greatly to increase
the standard of living, despite the burden of a considerable arm a
ment programme*.
The principle of putting everyone to work, and enabling the
people to consume what they produced, broke through even the
limitations which were imposed on Germany by defeat in a
disastrous war. While they flourished on little we struggled along
on plenty ; we had mass unemployment and much poverty. For
a while, too, this relieved the strain of competition on international
markets ; Germany was withdrawn to build up an autarchic
•An ingenuous friend on reading tbe proofs of this article enquired, in effect,
why armaments should be salvation to present American and British economies
but a burden to the pre-war German economy. The answer is simple ; if you
can devise no means to enable your people to consume what they produce, an
armament boom, or a similar folly, is the only means to take up the slack of
production and avoid unemployment and economic depression. If, on the
other hand, you are successful in putting your people to work by devising means
for them to consume what they produce, an armament programme is a burden ;
it reduces what is available for the people’s consumption. This was the case
in pre-war Germany because unemployment was overcome before armament
began.
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system and Japan was carving out her own living room on the
Asiatic mainland. Now a war has been fought to destroy that
system in Germany with the result that German industries are
returning to world m arkets as Britain’s most formidable competitor.
A t the other end of the world we have contrived to make Japan
again a competitor on our world markets by depriving her, too,
of living room. China celebrates our preference for Japan as a
competitor to ourselves — rather than a menace to China’s Eastern
territory — by mobilising the energies thus released to throw us
out o f Southern Asia. So the net result of the whole prescient
process has been to give us fewer markets, more competitors, and
small wars all over the F ar East. While the English people were
made to work so hard and to offer so many sacrifices for the securing
o f this end, others were of course busily supplying our old customers
as our industries were turned over to war production ; the result
has been that we have lost our foothold in many of the markets
that still remain.
We began with a crazy system which could only work while the
world was young, and clung to it long after it was completely out
of date. Our subsequent follies have done everything possible
to make it collapse quicker than it would anyhow have done ; the
measures, or rather the accidents, which are now postponing that
collapse will in the end make the disaster worse.
Is our situation then desperate ? N ot in the least. The troubles
which the follies of some men created can be repaired by the minds
and wills o f other men. Statesmanship must grow up.
(to be concluded)
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PEARL HARBOUR: CASUALTY
OR CRIME
by REV. P. H. NICOLL
rT H E FINAL SECRET OF PEARL HARBOUR by Rear-Admiral
i
Theobald, U.S.N. (Rtd.) is a book just published by that almost
solitary dispenser of historical truth—the Devin-Adair Company
of New York. It raises tremendous issues, both political and moral.
In the secret gloom of those private conclaves where history is b o m
it lights every candle, and foi once lets the common citizen see who
are the agents, what they are doing, and how they can camouflage
their actions to present a reasonable and even pleasant picture to
the great ignorant public. It is of rare interest to the psychologist, for
he must attempt to explain the mentality o f Roosevelt, who strove
to get his great country into the Hitler war, used Japan as a con
venient instiument to attain this end by insisting on terms which he
knew she could not possibly accept, and in face of the outbreak
he knew was inevitable, having invited it, so disposed of his naval
forces in the Pacific that the Japanese would find their first target at
Pearl Harbour; kept his commanders there (Admiral Kimmel and
General Short) cut off from all real knowledge of their mortal danger,
sent a warning at the last moment in such manner that it was bound
to arrive (as it did) after and not before the attack had begun, and
felt peace and relaxation of spirit when the tragic news reached him
in Washington.
No ruler in the world has greater power than the President of
the United States. He is Commander-in-Chief of all the national
forces. In time of crisis his power and authority automatically
increase, and Roosevelt was the focus and mainspring o f all American
policy in the fateful years, 1939-1942. In Cordell Hull he had a
faithful and ruthless lieutenant. Marshall and Spark, the respective
chiefs of army and navy, had presumably to do as they were —
privately ? — directed by the Commander-in-Chief; and that alone,
as Admiral Theobald points out, can explain why they both
12
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acquiesced in the unheard-of and indeed criminal failure to send
direct and detailed information to Hawaii of what was brewing
until it was too late.
Pearl H arbour was the biggest military disaster America had
suffered in her history. Was it also the most shameful ? The
casualties, killed and wounded, numbered 4,575, while 8 battleships,
3 cruisers and 4 destroyers were either completely destroyed or badly
damaged. That considerable fleet, apart from the land equipment,
was a sitting target for the enemy bombers. It woke up on Sunday
morning, 7th December 1941, to find death and destruction raining
from the skies. W ho and what had caused that desperate unpre
paredness ? Could it possibly have been their own political leaders ?
Would American statesmen descend to the .depths of spilling their
own countrymen’s blood, and wrecking their own navy, just to
ensure that a good excuse could be found for beginning a great and
bloody war ?
Read this book to judge for yourself. That is all the author wants.
He is perfectly objective in his layout of the case. His references are
all documented. Where only inference is possible from known facts
he says so; as, for example, in the Atlantic Conference, after which
certain public declarations by Churchill in Parliament almost force
one to infer that he and Roosevelt had made it clear to each other
that America would get into the war against Hitler by hook or crook
—especially by crook one might add. The author gives the gist of
the eight investigations into the disaster between 1942 and 1946, the
last being that o f the Joint Congressional Committee sitting from
November 1945 to May 1946; and he has acute and justifiable
criticism to make, both o f the evidence submitted and the lack of it.
Volumes of evidence, of exhibits and o f the findings o f the seven
previous investigations were presented to the Congressional Court—
so much, indeed, that judgment and digestion might well be drowned
amidst the deluge of food they had to swallow. But one or two
disclosures, if they clarify the situation in some respects, also arouse
grave doubts.
Imagine yourself in the shoes of Marshall or Stark in Washington
on Saturday, 6th December 1941—the day before Pearl Harbour—
with the full knowledge that war was on the door-step, and with the
last message of the Japanese to their ambassadors being decoded all
day (a message which gave the finishing touches to their intention).
N ot only did these two chiefs still send no warning message to the
fleet at Hawaii, but they spent the day in such a carefree style that in
13
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the witness-box neither could remember what he did that day, until
later on, by the help of memories, Marshall said he must have been
at home all Saturday because his wife had not been well and they
were not entertaining, while Stark found that he had been in the
evening with a friend at the theatre to see “ The Student Prince ” ,
That same evening, it is recorded, Roosevelt got the entire Japanese
message and turning to Hopkins said “This means war’’. He telephoned
Stark when the latter had returned from the theatre. Then conver
sation is unknown. But what happened next day, on the fatal Sunday,
is astounding. Stark arrived at his office at 9.25 a.m., got the full
message referred to, and did less than nothing, for he recommended
to a subordinate that no warning be sent to Admiral Kimmel as it
was not necessary. General Marshall went for a long ride on horse
back that morning, and did not trouble his office until 11.25 a.m.
There he read slowly through the Japanese ultimatum and took
until 1 p.m. to resolve to send a, warning to Hawaii, and when the
message of warning went, it went without priority and by ordinary
commercial radio. It reached General Short six hours after the
enemy attack, and Kimmel two hours later still. Astounding for
the great American public to know how lightly those in power
can take the affairs of state, especially when the state is on the
verge of catastrophe. Is it any wonder that the author o f this
book, who was himself commander of destroyers at Pearl H arbour,
can find no explanation of such casual ineptitude except the will
of the Commander-in-chief, who held in his hands all the threads
of policy and pulled and twisted them as he thought fit ? If he
was determined, despite Hitler’s tolerance o f every provocation
in the Atlantic, to get into the war with Britain, the Tripartite
Treaty ensured his success if he could induce Japan to strike firs t;
and by the same token he could stir up his lethargic people to
forsake their isolationist mood and follow him into battle.
Roosevelt had ample power to direct his army and navy chiefs in
their executive duties, and no doubt he did it with great discretion.
He ordered a despatch to be sent on 27th November to all Pacific
and Far Eastern stations warning them o f probable war, b u t the
wording of the message sent to Hawaii suggested that the enemy
attack might be launched against the Philippines, the K ra Peninsula,
Thai or Borneo, thus indicating, indeed stating, th at an alert against
local sabotage would be sufficient at such a station as Pearl Harbour.
Both Kimmel and Short took that to mean that they should do
nothing more until further instructions and information came,
14
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and Short actually communicated this understanding to Marshall
in Washington. Marshall sent nothing more until 7th December
after the attack had been launched.
The sinister thing about the stubborn reticence of Washington
through the last critical days is that Washington had decoded
messages from Tokyo to the Japanese overseas consuls, demanding
detailed reports o f all American warships stationed at Pearl Harbour
and their movements, these messages dating from 24th September
to 29th November. The last four, it is true, were only decoded
on the 4th, 5th and 6th o f December in Washington, but even then
there was time to warn Kimmel and Short of the obvious point of
attack planned by Japan. N o warning whatever was sent.
These are only samples o f the many facts which Admiral Theobald
has set forth in clear sequence and in equally clear logic in his
fascinating study of a famous episode in history. O f his final
conclusion he leaves no reader in doubt, but when it comes to
appraising the moral character of Roosevelt in his terrible re
sponsibilities he suspends judgment, leaving it to each reader to
make up his own mind about the ethics, o f the President’s policy.
To one who is fully convinced of Theobald’s main thesis, there is
only one word which can rightly describe that policy — it was
dastardly.
But is the thesis proven ? Proven or not, here is a detective
criminal story infinitely more thrilling than fiction, for this is terrible
reality. There is a murderous tragedy to account for, a criminal
is suspected and sought, there are clues followed, there is evidence
galore, there are mysteries, silences, inferences, investigations, and
eventually judgment delivered on strong circumstantial evidence.
A bright thread in the tangle of events is the breaking of the Japanese
purple code, and the discovery and remaking of its machine, by
the marvellous ingenuity of American decodeis. There are also
the hidden word despatches and the wind code, all successfully
decoded in Washington. To appreciate the whole story and
argument, and to decide on its merits and its conclusions, it must
be read with concentration, for every link and detail is needed to
create the long chain of evidence and to give it unity.
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RERUM NOVARUM AND THE
SYNDICALIST STATE
by GEOFFREY VERNON
HE SPIRIT o f revolutionary change ” is manifest in “ . . . the
vast expansion o f industrial pursuits and the marvellous
discoveries o f science; in the changed relations between masters
and workmen; in the enormous fortunes o f some individuals, and
the utter poverty o f the masses.. . . ” This sentence is so applicable
to the present age that it is difficult to believe that it is taken from
the opening paragraph of the famous encyclical Rerum Novarum,
published by Pope Leo XIII on 15th May 1891.
“ The marvellous discoveries of science,” applied to an age
which had not seen the aeroplane, radio, television, or the applica
tion of atomic energy, must sound strange to modern ears. But
the closing years of the nineteenth century were filled with omens
and portents that the twentieth would be an era of scientific advance
and revolutionary change, a period of unceasing struggle between
the forces of good and evil. The encyclical is remarkable as a
commentary upon the contemporary scene and an uncannily
accurate forecast of the future.
The encyclical was written to express the concern o f the Church
(and of all humanitarians) at the defenceless position in which
the working-class found themselves in the face of the attacks upon
their security and standard of life. The workers were without
defence, “ fo r the ancient working-men's guilds were abolished in
the last century, and no other protective organisation took their
place
It therefore advocated the formation of trade unions
as one means of defence, while warning the workers against the
false prophets of the left-wing movements which were rapidly
gaining strength.
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M onopoly capitalism was strongly condemned by the encyclical:
“ . . . the hiring of labour and the conduct of trade are con
centrated in the hands of comparatively few ; so that a small
number o f very rich men have been able to lay upon the teeming
masses of the labouring poor a yoke little better than that of
slavery itself.”
But the workers were warned against the alternative system of
state socialism :
“ To remedy these wrongs the Socialists, working on the poor
man’s envy of the rich, are striving to do away with private
property, and contend that individual possessions should become
the common property of all, to be administered by the State or
by municipal bodies.”
In a prophetic utterance which would now be accepted by many
workers in our nationalised industries the encyclical declared that
under State control “ the working-man would be among the first
to suffer ”.
Left-wing writers see (or profess to see) a contradiction in this
attack upon both capitalism and socialism and another in the
defence of private ownership while denouncing the capitalist system
of which such ownership appears to be a part. To clarify the
position it is necessary to examine the encyclical’s defence of
private ownership. The right o f the worker to a “ living wage ”
and a “ just wage ” is stoutly defended, and after he has provided
for his family he shall be free to invest any surplus in land or other
property. Provided he does not misuse it such property shall
belong to the owner and to his heirs and no man or State shall have
the right to take it from him. Monopoly capitalism makes it
extremely difficult for the worker to acquire private property ;
State socialism claims the right to take over control of whatever
property the individual may have been able to secure : therefore
both are condemned by the encyclical.
In trade unionism the workers are warned against evils which
might well arise if these associations should fall into the wrong
controlling hands. One obvious defect in trade unionism in Britain
is its close association with the Labour and Communist Parties
and its consequent embroilment in the class war advocated by
the Left. Such warfare is firmly condemned in the encyclical
in the words :
“ The great mistake made in regard to the matter now under
consideration is to take up with the notion that class is naturally
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hostile to class, and th at the wealthy and the working men are
intended by nature to live in mutual conflict.”
The alternative to class warfare is admirably stated in the wellknown analogy o f the human body :
“ Just as the symmetry o f the human frame is the result o f the
suitable arrangement o f the different parts o f the body, so in a
State is it ordained by nature that these two classes should dwell
in harmony and agreement, so as to maintain the balance of
the body politic. Each needs the other : Capital cannot do
w ithout Labour, nor Labour without Capital.”
This conception played a tremendous part in the development of
the philosophy of the pre-war Fascist movements, with their
advocacy o f the Corporate State.
A reference to Fascism inevitably gives rise to a discussion o f
the exact functions which the State should perform. The encyclical
visualised the State as promoting the common good and general
well-being of the community. It stated :
“ The foremost duty, therefore, o f the rulers of the State
should be to make sure that the laws and institutions, the general
character and administration o f the commonwealth, shall be
such as of themselves to realise public well-being and private
prosperity. This is the proper scope of wise statesmanship
and is the work of the heads o f the State.”
Obvious examples of these State duties spring to mind — the
defence of the country against aggression, the protection o f industry
from unfair foreign competition and the maintenance o f public
health. It was further the duty o f the State to preserve a balance
between the various sections o f the community and to ensure
that no class threatened the interests o f the community as a whole.
In the words o f the encyclical :
“ Whenever the general interest or any particular class suffers,
or is threatened with harm, which can in no other way be met
or prevented, the public authority must step in to deal with it.”
But the encyclical warned against an excessive employment o f this
power of intervention, and foresaw those occasional clashes between
Church and State which marred the Fascist era :
“ The limits must be determined by the nature o f the occasion
which calls for the law’s interference— the principle, being that
the law must not undertake more, nor proceed further, than
is required for the remedy o f the evil o r the removal o f the
mischief.”
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The social principles of Rerum Novarum were developed in the
encyclical Quadragesimo A m o, published by Pope Pius XI, but
they remained fundamentally unchanged and still constitute the
Catholic attitude towards the social order. A new encyclical,
taking note of the “ spirit of revolutionary change,” more than
ever, manifest in the post-war world, would be warmly welcomed.
As it has not yet appeared, let us attempt to analyse the post-war
situation and suggest a solution which is a logical development
of the principles of papal social teaching.
As a result of the war, and the advance in scientific discovery
which it brought with it, monopoly capitalism has consolidated
its position and made it more difficult than ever for the worker to
obtain the “ just Wage” and that private property which Rerum
Novarum advocated. In the first two post-war elections in Britain,
therefore, the workers voted for a Labour Government pledged
to overthrow the capitalist system and substitute state ownership
through nationalisation. The workers have now learned, by
bitter experience, that nationalisation does not transfer ownership
to the workers but to the bureaucrats ; the substitution of state
capitalism for private capitalism has provided a meaningless
transfer o f ownership without broadening its basis. The last
election saw a swing to the Conservative Party and a return to
monopoly capitalism, with its restriction o f private ownership to
a few hands. The .realisation of the ideals o f Rerum Novarum
appears to be as far removed as ever.
W hat is the solution ? How may the workers see fulfilled that
dream o f the possession o f a stake in their country and the control
o f their material destinies ? I suggest the following programme as
a basis o f discussion :
Firstly ; protection o f the industry, not o f Britain alone but o f
all Europe, from unfair foreign competition from East or West.
The resources o f the homeland o f Europe and o f her overseas
possessions to be developed to the full, making Europe and her
Empire independent o f both capitalist America and communist
Russia. Within this protected area the “ just w age” could be
progressively raised, to the encouragement o f private ownership.
Secondly ; every possible encouragement should be given to
private and individual initiative in the establishment and growth
of business concerns, to be controlled by their founder or members
of his family. Upon the founder’s death the business should descend
to his heirs. Provided they continue to administer the business
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efficiently, to the common good of all concerned, these heirs in
their turn should have the right to pass on the business to their
successors.
Thirdly ; when a business has grown too large for control by
the founder or his descendants and has become a monopoly com
bine, owned by absentee shareholders, these should be bought out
and control handed over to a syndicate o f the workers.
It is this latter proposal which is likely to arouse most controversy,
but it appears to be the only solution to the impasse in the struggle
between monopoly capitalism and State socialism, the deadlock
between the Labour and Conservative parties and the farce of
nationalisation, de-nationalisation and re-nationalisation with each
successive change of government. If the Conservative Party regards
private ownership as ipso facto desirable, then the extension of
private ownership to all the workers within an industry should be
regarded as the logical development of their policy ; the workers,
disillusioned with nationalisation, should see in syndicalism the
only method of gaining ownership and control of the means of
production and exchange. In principle, industries controlled by
workers’ syndicates would be well organised because efficiency
would produce higher profits for the workers. The idea o f con
sumers’ representation could be carried over from the Corporate
to the Syndicalist State, and the state could reserve the right to
intervene under those conditions and within those limits advocated
in Rerum Novarum. With private ownership extended to the
masses of the people the old social barriers would be broken down,
the strike weapon would be discarded, class warfare would be
brought to an end and social justice established.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF BERDYAEV
by EVAN OWEN
H E DEEPLY-ROOTED feelings of insecurity and fear that
control too many of our spiritual and social attitudes are the
more potent because Western man has lost faith in God and he has
lost faith in himself; we are thus more conscious of our own
inadequacy when confronted with the bewildering problems of our
age. We need a philosophy that will restore our faith and our
sense of destiny without ignoring the many dangers and threats to
existence inherent in the modern world situation. We view with a
healthy distrust the more esoteric systems of philosophy imported
from the continent of Europe, and have little time for the sterilities
of the fashionable brands of existentialism. It is the philosophy of
Nicholas Berdyaev that appeals to our Christian, liberal and humanist
traditions.
He was something more than a philosopher and something more
than a theologian; he preferred to call him self" a religious philo
sopher ” . This independent approach to his calling often annoyed
his contemporaries, and Gabriel Marcel, in a moment of exaspera
tion, once referred to him as an anarchist. Within the complexity
o f his thought he embraced all the dilemmas o f our time; he was a
Russian noble whose mother was half French; he was a Christian
and, for Marcel was right, a spiritual anarchist; he was a socialist
with a liberal’s belief in the supremacy of the human personality and
the sanctity o f free speech. His significance for our time lies in the
fact that he achieved a synthesis of all these diverse elements. He
died six years ago at his home on the Seine, near Paris, in his seventyfifth year, after a life spent in the very centre of the political mael
strom that twice brought the world to the very edge o f disaster.
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One of the most important books o f the past thirty years is Slavery
and Freedom, in which the dynamic o f Berdyaev’s great social
courage is turned upon an examination o f the foundations o f totali
tarianism, o f whatever political colour. It is not surprising th a t Leo
Tolstoy was one of his earliest teachers, and he writes: “ Tolstoy’s
revolt against the false standards of greatness and the false sanctities
o f history, against the falsity of all social position and the social
relations of mankind, penetrated my being.” H e was inspired by
Tolstoy and learned much from his teachings, but he was never a_
disciple, any more than he was ever a disciple of Karl M arx, to whose
writings his vision of social reality inevitably led him. He was
attracted by the Marxist awareness of social problems and believed,
in those early days, that it was possible to maintain an idealist
philosophy and yet practise Marxism in relation to social questions.'
Then he discovered Nietszche, whose “ transvaluation o f values, his
revulsion from rationalism and moralism ” so satisfied p art o f his
nature, that, for a while, Nietszche replaced both Tolstoy and Marx
in his thought. Berdyaev’s inability to accept any one doctrine
completely came from his belief in the existence o f tru th and goodness
as above, and independent of, economic conditions and social develop
ment, political expediency and the class struggle. During his last
years, under the stresses of German occupation, he found great
comfort in accepting, almost completely, the mysticism o f Jacob
Boehme.
All Russians, as Berdyaev often reminded us, “ are children of
Dostoevsky,” and he retained from the master an element o f that
Messianic anticipation that motivates all Russian movements in
ideas, including Communism. It was this element in his thought
that made it impossible for him to subscribe to the interpretation of
existentialism propounded by Jean-Paul Sartre, despite his accep
tance of many of the truths he had extracted from the writings of
Kierkegaard. For Sartre, “ the final principle of the existence of
man and his freedom is nothingness.” Darkness is all, a t the be
ginning and at the end. For Berdyaev, the darkness is not, in the
Sartrean sense, a sterile, meaningless absence of light b u t “ fear
caused by the breaking-forth of light.” It is the blackness of the
abyss that separates sinful man from the grace of God. Here, as in
all his thought, Berdyaev attempts to turn sterility into potentiality;
to discover hope in the apparent hopelessness of the contemporary
human situation. His thought is grounded in a philosophy o f
history derived from Christian messianism through Hegel. Sartre
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has no philosophy of history, and his thought is correspondingly
unreal and decadent in its fundamentals. To Sartreanism, Berdyaev
opposed the personalism o f the Mounier manifesto o f 1936, and to
the impersonal theology of Karl Barth he opposes the belief in
God-manhood derived from Soloviev.
Personalism, for Berdyaev, was an inseparable aspect of his belief
that man holds within himself the image of God: an attribute that
cannot apply to a social group, a nation or a social collective.
“ Christ suffered and died on the cross for the salvation of every
human being, rather than for the state or the social collective;
indeed, it is they which have crucified him.” There are few points of
contact between personalism and individualism. The latter, as the
late Dean Inge has written, “ shuts us up within ourselves, and
divides us from that communion with our neighbours and with God
in which our spiritual life consists.” Personalism is essentially
opposed to such a negation of human destiny. The contrast be
tween man as individual and man as person is strikingly demon
strated in the relations of each to society. As individual, man exists
as a slave to society of which he is part and from which he cannot
escape; all his strivings for freedom are foredoomed to failure.
Either he withdraws to isolation within himself, or he is submerged
in the impersonality of the state. As person, man sees society, not
as a collective whole but as a community o f human personalities,
each one o f whom is of more value than any abstract collectivisation.
The individual is bound to his fellows by duty, by mutual obligation,
by social contract and economic dependence. The person is bound
to his fellows by love, by sympathy, by freedom. Man’s nature is
essentially universal and cosmic, and in that sense “ cannot be com
pletely a citizen of the world or o f the state, he is a citizen of the
Kingdom o f God.” Berdyaev’s personalism is a development from
K ant’s subjective idealism, and he accepted wholly Kant’s instruc
tion, “ Treat every other human being as an end, and never as a
means.”
It may be that Berdyaev’s greatest gift to our time is his message
of belief in the ability of the human soul to differentiate between
good and evil and, in the last resort, to choose good. He believed
that man is born spiritually pure, and falls from grace by the deliber
ate exercise of free will. Life is a constant struggle to regain man’s
original state, but Berdyaev believed passionately in the ultimate
salvation of mankind. This was no facile optimism, and he con
tinually stressed the need for Christians to admit their share in the
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evils of our century and to accept the responsibilities—immense and
terrifying though they may be—thrust upon them by virtue o f their
faith. More than a decade ago, he saw clearly what Christian leaders
are now beginning to see for themselves, the urgent necessity in the
Christian Church for a purifying, revitalising cleansing. The worms
of complacency and indecision have eaten deeply into the founda
tions, and the dry-rot of materialism is still wreaking havoc. Only
drastic and immediate action through prayer can avert disaster.
“ An atheism that suffers is sometimes more pleasing in the sight of
God than worship offered to him by complacent slaves.”
Berdyaev was often attacked by his critics, whose superficial
understanding of his thought led them to the conclusion th at because
he had not rejected the whole Marxist philosophy, lock, stock and
barrel, he was a traitor to his own beliefs. To clarify his position, he
wrote, “ I identified myself with Marxism only in so far as this did
not involve me in the acceptance of social and economic determinism,
and whatever the truth and prophetic power of Marx’s critique of
bourgeois society and its assumptions, he could not shake my faith
in the ultimate freedom of the spirit. I fought for this freedom in the
very midst of the Marxist world, just as I fought for it amidst the
Russian Orthodox.” And, one may add, he was persecuted by both
worlds as a result.
It can be argued that Marxism without “ social and economic
determinism ” is an empty shell, but even a shell has its uses and we
must not allow contemporary abuses to blind us to the truths in
Marx’s writings, though our assessment of their value may differ
from that of Berdyaev. Each Christian must take upon himself the
responsibility of choosing in full awareness his pathway through the
world, leading to either slavery or freedom. True slavery is not
imposed from without, but is an inner state of defeat and total
capitulation. Inner slavery precedes external slavery, and inner
freedom must be attained before external freedom can triumph.
The contemporary de-Christianisation of much o f the Western
world—in fact if not in profession—is Christianity’s great oppor
tunity, for in adversity does the Church find new strength for the
struggle to retain the freedom of the soul. The road to Calvary was
also the road to the Resurrection.
Some of Berdyaev’s most inspiring passages are on the meaning of
freedom for the Christian, He believed that it is in Christianity alone
that true comprehension of the mystery of human freedom can be
attained, through the revelation of God-manhood.
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“ The source of m an’s freedom is in God, and that, not in God the
Father, but in G od the Son, while the Son is not only God but man
. . . that is, Eternal M an. The freedom of the Son is that in which and
by which the free response to G od is effected. It is the source of the
freedom o f the whole hum an race, for this freedom is not only that
o f the old Adam but also o f the spiritual Adam, th at is, of Christ.”
Berdyaev renews our hope, and provides us with an example of
unsurpassed courage for the fight th at is the birthright of the
Christian world. B ut he was no wishful thinker, despite his apparent
optimism regarding the virtues o f Marxism for the modem world.
He recognised the realities o f the international situation with an
analytical clarity that is absent from the observations of many
statesmen, and he was acutely aware o f the challenge implicit in the
growing authority exerted by the State over the individual. The
strains put upon man’s relationship to God, to nature and to society
by this process are increased because we have lost sight o f the true
meaning o f the Christian revelation. One of the main reasons for the
decline in faith is the idea th at Christianity is solely a religion of
personal salvation. “ Only a new concept of Christianity, only
comprehending it as a religion, not alone of personal, but also of
social and cosmic transfiguration, that is by an increased sense of
messianism and prophecy in Christianity, can bring a solution to the
tormenting problems of relationship between man and society.”
Dostoevsky questioned whether it would be right to achieve
paradise on earth at the cost of one innocent and tortured child,
thus posing acutely the problem of ends and means and the definition
of values. All history underlines Berdyaev’s contention that when
evil means are employed the good end is never attained. The chaos
o f our time has come out of two world wars fought in sincere pursuit
of freedom and justice, and yet we see around us a world where both
have almost ceased to exist. Without, “ . . . the spiritual re-establishment of the hierarchy of values, joined with the realisation o f social
justice,” the world will succumb to either a world-wide despotism of
collectivisation or a final cataclysm of atomic warfare. In any event,
in salvation, in slavery or in destruction, the world must become one
world, and if salvation is to be attained the over-riding necessity is
for a truly universal Church embracing all mankind. Berdyaev
emphasised the essential falsity of the present division in the world,
between man and man, with both good and evil on each side, and he
pointed to the reality o f a third way.
“ This w a y . . . will involve above all a radical spiritual transforma25
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tion in the sphere of human relationships: and we must fight for
this.” The hoped-for reconciliation cannot be reached on a materialist
basis, be it Communist or Capitalist. To those who deny the prac
ticability of a middle course, accepting the artificial division in the
world that can only lead to war, Berdyaev responds with a chal
lenging clarity.
Firstly, " . . . we must refuse to accept the assumptions o f despair
and to be infected in our judgments by the psychology and ethics of
war.”
Secondly, “ . . . there must be a place from which we can boldly
testify to, and proclaim, truth, love and justice,” however forbidding
the pressure of external circumstances.
After the Calvary, the Resurrection. After the sacrifice and the
suffering, the victory. It is a great and terrifying responsibility that
is laid upon man; the choice between passive acceptance o f defeat
and destruction (even though we labour fanatically to postpone the
day), and active acceptance of man’s divine destiny. In the con
fusion of our times Berdyaev has indicated the fearful simplicity of
the issue, and we reject his warning at our peril.

BARCELONA CAFE
by MICHAEL HITCHMAN
ERE IS A BAR here in Barcelona where I look in sometimes
to drink and take coffee in the mornings and after dinner. If
I say it is a quiet bar I mean that it is not on a main street nor in the
way that tourists pass. It is small and homely. A n overworked
phrase, but if I add that the service consists of the owner, his wife
and two sons, you will see that it literally is home to them and a home
to us, if we wish, most of the day and night. Quiet therefore in this
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sense. But without noise? No, that is not a thing that is known
where Spanish people meet together. Either o f the two sons,
Miguel or Antonio, will at any moment not so much burst as slide
into song. They are Basque, and singing is so much a part of things
with them that only a touch will send them off. A t other moments,
when it is allowed a portion o f the crowded air, the radio sing-songs
a Sardana or trembles with Flamenco. There is an array o f wine
bottles th at glisten and smile with constant use, and almost any wine,
even an odd-looking whisky if you are foolish enough to prefer it,
can be yours for a few pesetas. N o handle-with-care cobwebs in
the m atter of wine, nor with our words here. Both are strictly for
use. Whether either would be sweeter for keeping I don’t know. I
doubt it. Conversation flows as freely as the bottles are passed and
if the rule is to live for the day, the days are sweet enough.
A nd so it is in any o f the hundred bars there must be in the small
area about, and even in the tiniest there is this appearance o f plenty.
There is food too in the way o f small marine delicacies in greater
variety than one remembered even the Mediterranean to harbour.
A nd you ask “ Is this a poor country ?” If so what does that mean 7
Currently, I suppose, the absence o f dollars.
M any people drop in and out. Almost all races and regions are
represented, because it is th at kind o f city. I have been here long
enough to qualify as something more than a tourist. Even if I had
not, no doubt I should still be accepted as part of this cosmorama.
The gaiety, the laughter, the sometimes serious talk intermingle as
suddenly as they do in a play of O’Casey. Coffee and cognac are
flourished onto the counter to the rhythm o f a pasadoble. Friendly
badinage is thrown about. Then someone remembers an American
who when asked if a United States of Europe were possible pointed
out the structure of M anhattan, where European nationals jostle in
the way th at world-seeing statesmen have dreamed about and never
known how to achieve.
Suddenly I’m asked what I think about Gibraltar. N ot overmuch.
As a Rock it is perhaps entitled to some solid thinking. But at the
moment my thoughts are on my surroundings, on the prospect of
dependable sunshine when I open my eyes in the morning. I think,
if such stray musings can be called “ thinking ”, o f the sufficiency o f
bottles around me to outlast many a night. I think o f Spanish
villages, no doubt sleeping now, which will rise early to provide food
to outlast many a day. Is Spain a poor country ? With enough food
and drink for its peoples something perhaps somewhere is wrong.
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But would the Rock help to put things right? What do you grow on a
Rock?
It grows late.
Somehow my thoughts are muddled. A clock must somehwere
have impinged on my visions of an old and a new Jerusalem. Spain
is old. And Spanish people do not think of Time as important
I had not answered the Question.
Perhaps the truth is that Time really is im portant? We are not
going anywhere but Time is here, as everywhere, and is best used to
make laughter and song and talk; to bounce question and answer so
that we generate new momentum. This is not the time to rest. In
England rest is for the middle-aged. In Spain for the middle-day.
No, it’s no use, there is nothing new that I can say about the Latin
races. Necessarily what is said is old.
But the Question?
The owner of the cafe was answering it for me. In this atmos
phere fundamental things came first, as though by nature. Food, he
said, in Spain, was sufficient to feed their peoples and the good God
had given wine. Why did the Spanish people want a Rock on
which they couldn’t grow a carrot. But there was some “ prestige ” .
I thought of a Spanish bastion on The Needles .. .
Then he turned to parable. Well yes, it did not seem out o f place.
“ If Mr. X takes my watch and puts it in his pocket what happens
later on when I have no watch and need to ask the time ? Out comes
my watch from Mr. X’s pocket and he has the trouble and fatigue
of answering my question. And perhaps not only once during the
day. Well then. If England has the Rock it is necessary for England to
do the drudgery and defend it if attacked, and at the same time
defend not only the Rock but Spain herself. If Spain has the Rock,
she would defend it against the enemies of England, and free of
charge. She would be telling us the time from her own wrist watch,
instead of constantly asking us.”
A curious analogy, I thought, to occur to a Spanish mind. Time
is perhaps important after all ? And the mention of Time awoke, I
suppose, some sort o f puritan conscience in me. I went home to bed.
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TOLSTOY AND DE MAISTRE
by PETER WHIOHAM

M

R. ISAIAH BERLIN in a protracted essay of some eighty
pages1 expounds Tolstoy’s ideas of personal free-will and
historical determinism as they are to be found in War and Peace,
and compares these ideas with those o f Count Joseph de Maistre,
the author of Les Soirees de Saint Petersbourg. De Maistie was
the Savoyard minister at the Court o f St. Petersburg from 1803 to
1817 — the era of the novel ; and scholars have already established
that his diplomatic correspondence and other papers provided
Tolstoy with one of his main sources of fact and interpretation.
However, Mr. Berlin would draw a deeper parallel between these
two writers than can be shown to exist from their similar interpre
tations of particular historical incidents.
H e starts off with the old tag from Callimachus : “ The fox
knows many things, but the hedgehog knows one thing ”. This
provides him with his two categories, which, if not exactly new,
serve in their literary application to point a basic human dichotomy
in an original manner. They consist of hedgehogs, the monists
who attempt to resolve all phenomena in one unifying system, and
of foxes, who are pluralists and must experience and know all
things in their differences. Hedgehogs are syncretic; foxes,
whatever is the opposite of syncretic. Mr. Berlin asks the question
o f Tolstoy whether he is a fox like Shakespeare, Byron and Pushkin ;
o r a hedgehog like Dante and Dostoevsky. He concludes that
both Tolstoy and de Maistre were examples as it were of spiritual
miscegenation : foxes by nature, but hedgehogs by inclination ;
and that it is this which gives their work its original cast, its power,
and, particularly in the case of Tolstoy, its ultimate and unintended
irony.
1The Hedgehog and the Fox, Isaiah Berlin.
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In arriving at this conclusion Mr. Berlin spends the first half of
his essay in a detailed discussion of Tolstoy’s somewhat contra
dictory theories of free-will and determinism. He quotes N.
Kaveyev who in a lecture delivered in 1886 convincingly resolves
this issue. In Mr. Berlin’s quotation Kaveyev makes the point
that War •and Peace is no less than “ a historical poem on the
philosophical theme of man’s duality ” : that is, on man as an
individual, and as a person : alone, possessed as he feels it o f
free-will, and seen in relation to others, when his intelligence tells
him he can only be an insignificant and will-less part of some vast
continuum. This view renders the detailed battle scenes and the
historical and philosophical disquisitions as necessary to the structure
of the whole as are the superb realistic portraits o f domestic and
social life. Had Mr. Berlin done no more than draw our attention
to this fundamental piece of interpretation he would still deserve
our gratitude. It at once invalidates Flaubert’s and Tourgeniev’s
criticism : “ II fait de la morale ” ; and is a salutary warning to
those casual readers who, one observes, are inclined to find such
passages prolix and irrelevant.
Since the cause and product of each human act forms p art o f
an infinite complex it is true to say that man can never absolutely
know what, where, or why he is, or what his slightest act may
ultimately bring forth. Thus Tolstoy in spite of his brilliant powers
of ratiocination, his ardent realism and contempt for all but prag
matic fact, his eager rejection of mysticism as a possible solution,
was nevertheless led to reject reason, and intellect also, as offering
any radical solution either. It was because o f this that in the later
part of his life he was led to condemn utterly his own great work ;
for even his presentation of the intuitive life led by his heroes and
heroines was achieved only as the result of a sustained exercise
in analysis and definition hitherto unparalleled in imaginative
literature. Such powers of intellection he held to be sterile. But
had he not felt the logic of his position so intensely War
and Peace would never have been written. For the greatness
there lies precisely in the tragic tension felt between the subconscious
natural life led by the “ good people," from the inside, and the
rational endeavours of the “ others ” who appear as puppets —
pitiful, comic, or degraded. This tension, the difference between
what a man feels and what he knows, is a fundamental of the
human condition and has, of course, profoundly tragic implications.
These polarities were manifest in Tolstoy’s own life in the middle
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and later periods. In short, War and Peace would not be the novel
it is had not Tolstoy — misguidedly we know, in obstinacy, and a
perverted humility which was really a colossal pride — damned it
later.
The difference here between Tolstoy and de Maistre becomes
apparent. Their reasons for rejecting the use of reason were
different, as were their ultimate objectives ; only the means they
wished to employ were strangely similar. Tolstoy never rejected
reason per se but only because he felt it could not of its nature
solve the problems set it. It was an amoral weapon, and he was
first and last a moralist. De Maistre mistrusted reason in itself.
He advocated absolute humility before the authoritarian decrees of
the Deity as revealed in His Church and in the natural law. The
desire for personal liberty was an impertinence. We are tne
creatures of our Creator — as the word would indicate — and
sacrifice is our calling. Sacrifice not only befits man but ennobles
him, as the lusts of egoism degrade. The meliorating principles
of the era were a frivolity. Tolstoy, despite bis later adoption by
the nihilists and socialists, thought so too ; although for him they
were perhaps rather an irrelevance. It is clear what sort of society
de Maistre wished to substitute for the Rousseauesque or liberal
state. W hat did Tolstoy want ? Mr. Berlin remarks on the
species o f “ illumination” which Levin, Prince Andrew, and Pierre
all undergo, once, momentarily, and of which Kutuzov in some
mysterious manner is made a continuous expression. In what
does this illumination consist ? It consists, Mr. Berlin tells us,
in viewing life from the inside, in knowing what can and cannot
be, in the accumulation and practice of wisdom as opposed to
knowledge, in a sort of inspired common-sense ; hence, of course,
the simple life, the soil, the spade, and Tolstoy’s adulation of the
p e a sa n t; for it is this mental and moral nastroenie which has always
been held to be the peasant’s peculiar virtue. He adopted the
path of instinct and intuition. And is not this, surely, a form of
mysticism ? Perhaps Tolstoy was caught in a cleft stick : one
must either be a materialist, or not. And he was not.
To sum up : Mr. Berlin makes plain the superficial riddle there
is in the difference between Tolstoy’s later and earlier periods ;
he shows that his unresolved or contradictory views of fate and
free-will were essential to the conception of War and Peace ; he
re-emphasises the importance of all the elements in the novel, the
discoursive as well as the purely dramatic ; and he shows Tolstoy
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as owing a deeper debt to de Maistre — o f all people — than had
hitherto been supposed. Indeed, one of the most revealing aspects
of this stimulating essay is the striking similarity — a similarity
o f assumptions, as of immediate means — that can be seen to
exist between these two men who were in the twenties and thirties
each hailed as forerunners of one of the two great movement's of
our time : communism and fascism.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE
HUMAN IN ART
by PAUL C. BERGER
ERR HANS SEDLMAYER, professor of the History o f Art
at Munich University, is a fortunate man, for the title of
his last book, Verlust der Mitte*, has passed into the everyday
language of Germany, just as the expressions egotism (Stendhal)
and bovarysm (Flaubert) have done. For Herr Sedlmayer this
loss of the mean is a loss of balance resulting from man’s victory
over the transcendant, from which follows the destruction o f the
human in art. According to him the problem posed by the dead
end in which contemporary art finds itself is a result o f the fact
that in killing God, man has destroyed the spirituality he carries
within him and has thus degraded himself to a rational, cerebral
automaton.
The human face has disappeared from the pictorial universe.
This is a fact of considerable importance which is too seldom
noticed. Painters reproduce their dreams or their associations,
rather than human features. If man holds no more interest for
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them, it may be that in their eyes he has lost all mystery, depth,
and spirituality ; and that having acquired his existential autonomy,
they must seek elsewhere, and beyond, for the answer to the eternal
enigma. If contemporary man has abolished God, modem painters
have abolished man. This is the theme of Herr Sedlmayer’s book.
He begins with Goya and ends with Dali, via Picasso. In art
this phenomenon is principally due to the work of these three
Spanish painters.
Goya seems to us contemporary because his inspiration came
from the purely subjective sources of his dream life. He was the
first painter to express his nightmares and to give his works titles
which are hardly applicable to the subject treated. He opened the
doors of an obscure world, peopled with hallucinatory demons
and frightful spectres who, henceforward, were to haunt the
imaginations of Baudelaire, Lautreamont and Salvador Dali. He
was the first surrealist; the first man to awaken and reveal the
demoniac in man. After Goya, man was no longer a creature made
in the image of his creator, but a being shackled to the forces of
the underworld, like the Christ of Disasters o f War whose features
strangely remind one of another “ possessed,” Dostoievsky.
After Goya, man was alone, abandoned, and despairing, but he
still had some of his prestige and a great deal of his dignity. It
was Daumier who lowered and ridiculed man to the level o f a
grotesque puppet. The French caricaturist also destroyed the
august, serene myth of the Olympian gods, underlining their
absurdity. Yet' he respected the humanity in man ; it was his
successors who went further still. For Granville the individual
was a transitory stage in a metamorphosis, half way between an
ellipse and a flower. This artist was perhaps the true initiator of
the inhuman in art.
Cezanne’s world was one of colours and pure form ; the
individual was drowned in the impressionist symphony, a note
among innumerable notes. One step more, for Seurat the human
being was an automaton or a puppet, for Matisse a decorative
m o tif; finally the cubists transform him into circles and triangles.
Picasso has dissected man, taken him apart piece by piece as though
he were a machine. The surrealists have not penetrated a surreal
universe, as they assert, but the sub-real and inorganic world of
black magic. It is the world where the apocalyptic beast of Dali
reigns, the “ m onster” evoked by Goya. Man, however, is still
to be seem In the abstract painters he disappears completely.
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Classical psychology is to the portrait what experimental psycho
analysis is to surrealist painting. The psychologist and the portrait
painter study human physionomy while the psychoanalyst and the
surrealist explore the depths of the human soul. From conscious
man to the unconscious ; some say it is progress ; but which of
the two is the creature “ made in the image of his creator ” ? Herr
Sedlmayer believes it cannot be the one governed by demoniac
forces. Man has two aspects, one turned towards heaven, the
other plunged in the shadows. To deny the first and recognise
only the second is to upset the balance, and to see man as a being
sprung from nothingness.
The conception of man has evolved in painting parallel with
the evolution of ideas. If you kill God, says Herr Sedlmayer, in
effect, you do not get the superman of Nietszche but the subman
of the surrealists and of a universe where there is nothing but chaos,
fury and blood.
Man has lost the mean, that is, his human measure, therefore
he seeks extremes. That is why our architecture is too rational
while our art is irrational, chaotic or a b stra c t; and why man is
to m between nostalgia for the past and the cult o f the future,
between the most egocentric individualism and the most impersonal
collectivism, between the atom and the cosmos, the intellect and
the unconscious.
Herr Sedlmayer’s work is o f religious inspiration, since he postu
lates that a return of spirituality is necessary to restore equilibrium
and order in the world. Having read Verlust der M itte one inclines
to think that the crisis in contemporary art is but the corollary of
the problem posed by our utilitarian civilisation, that of a dogmatic
materialism and the negation o f the spiritual.
(:Translated)
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AUTUMNAL PAUSE FOR
REFLECTION
by ROBIN ADAIR
OLIDAYS OVER, b ut everybody still on the move, some to
return to their lovely and cosy winter quarters in London or
Paris, others “ passing through
a little shopping, the new plays
and some wonderful meals—since we are in the season of incredible
gastronomical treasures. Oysters—marenms vertes or, for those
who prefer them, fat and luscious Colchesters; game in abundance;
the vegetable and fruit baskets overflowing with rich and exquisitely
coloured objects. In Paris, the incomparable, insidious perfume
of the new season’s fresh truffes hovers over it all. To some of us it
is a period of nostalgia, almost sadness, and in such a mood I turned
to browse through a few of my most treasured books and essays on
la gastronomie until I found an old friend', a study of the life of the
great Carem e— an incredible story.
Born in the rue du Bac in the 1780s — his biographers are at
variance about the exact year — he lived to be only fifty, and as one
commentator has put it: Careme vit le jour rue du Bac, dans un
chantier ou son p'ere etait gargon de peine. . . . Want, black misery,
reigned in the house where the child was one o f about twenty —
some say he was the seventeenth — until finally he was abandoned
to public charity. H e must have shown precocious signs of the
things to come, for his father never forgot the boy and took him,
at the age o f ten, to dine chez un traiteur. Afterwards, explaining
th at the misery at home was greater than ever, he turned him loose
in the streets o f Paris. Night found him, shedding bitter tears,
wandering in search of a shelter until he fell, exhausted, on the
doorstep o f another cabaretier. Providence had intervened, for this
man, deeply moved by the child’s pitiful story, sheltered and fed
him and consoled him with a promise to take him into his service.
There he remained for six years, leaving it at the age o f sixteen to
start upon the triumphant career for which he is still remembered.
Le grand CarSme. . . . The very name is, to all of us who are
interested in la haute cuisine, awe-inspiring, as indeed are many
o f th o se . associated with his fabulous career. Talleyrand and
amazing dinners in the galleries at the Tuileries; the ambassadors,
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the marshalls of France, the great chefs of the period: Laguipierre
of the Elysee-Napoleon; Tiroloy “ delamaison d'Orleans
Con
s ta n t— maison de Soubise; Feuillet — the house of Conde; one
could fill pages. Alas, it was all too brief. In 1830 the great man
became ill and died two years later, but, as we know, not before
bequeathing to posterity the rich fruits o f his erudition, his industry
and his genius for invention.
While still reflecting upon Careme and all that the name implies
I received a wonderful present: L ’A rt culinaire frangais. An
amazing, enormous volume into which has been packed all the
treasure of French cookery — o f the greatest masters: Montagn6,
Ali-Bab, Urbain-Dubois and Escoffier. And, o f course, there is
frequent reference throughout to Careme.
Some of them, needless to say, are beyond the scope o f the
average contemporary household, but — and one cannot insist too
much upon this — many of these superb dishes, while remaining
integrally of la haute cuisine frangaise, can be produced by any
intelligent cook. I am giving as examples, and in their simplest
form, the following:
Quenelles de Brocket: Take a medium sized pike, remove skin,
bones and any “ nerves ” . Chop finely and pound it, together with
about twice the quantity o f the suet surrounding a beef kidney; we
could facilitate by passing through one of the modern vegetable
mills. Put in a mixing bowl, adding salt, pepper, nutmeg and about
three quarters of a pint of thick cream. Beat and mix thoroughly,
then bind with a stiff bechamel to which you have beaten in three
egg yokes, over gentle heat. Cool, and beat in the three whites of
egg, doing this in a very cold place or in a bowl standing on a little
broken ice. Taste, adding more seasoning if necessary. Pass once
more through the moulin, using the finest mesh, turn out onto a
marble slab or a cold plasticboard and form into the little quenelles
about the size of a small cork. Plunge these into boiling, salted
water for a few minutes; keep hot o ff the fire while you prepare the
sauce of your choice. An excellent one is of the Americaine or of
the Nantua type, of which this is an adaptation of my own. Take
the shells of any crustacean you have saved from a previous meal:
lobster, crab, prawns, scampi, even shrimps. Put them, broken up
roughly, into a large saucepan with a few drops of olive oil. Sliced
carrots, leeks, onion, a very little garlic, and herbs — thyme,
parsley, bay-leaf and dill or fennel. Shake over a brisk fire for a
few minutes, adding salt, pepper, paprika and a tiny pinch of cayenne
pepper. Pour over a small glass of brandy, set alight till flambi.
Add a good glass of white wine and sufficient fish stock — boiling
water could be used a la rigueur — and simmer for about fifteen
minutes. Strain very carefully, through a muslin lined strainer.
Use this liquid on a basic white roux — flour and butter, salt, pepper,
and nutmeg worked to a smooth sauce. Finish by adding a little
thick cream. The quenelles, most thoroughly drained, are placed
in the serving dish with the sauce poured over.
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■Flan aux quenelles: The same preparation can be served deliciously
in a flat open flan, when it provides a particularly good luncheon
dish. The sauce can be varied endlessly: with curry powder instead
o f paprika; with a really good chutney, passed through a fine
strainer; with mushrooms, cooked in butter and lemon juice,
chopped and the whole passed through a fine strainer. It should be
very highly seasoned — bien relevee — but not of course over
powering.
Coquille St. Jacques Diane: An invention o f my own, inspired of
course by la grande cuisine. Wash the opened scollops in cold
salted water, washing also the deep shells. Trim them and poach
gently in a court-bouillon—prepared liquid with cold water, a
bouquet of herbs, salt, pepper, small glass o f white wine, tablespoonful of tarragon vinegar and the usual carrot, onion, tiny clove
of garlic. Bring to the boil, simmer for about fifteen minutes, when
you put in the scollops to poach gently until done and while you
make a white roux. Onto this, add little by little and beating all
the time, sufficient o f our shell-fish stock to make enough sauqe for
each, coquille. Put into the first saucepan now two or three fine
oysters for each person, with if possible their juices. Shake over the
fire, but for a few seconds only. Place a scollop in each shell,
draping the oysters around the red part; on top o f each oyster a
small slice of truffle and finally pour the sauce, to which you have
added a little cream, all over.
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NEW BOOKS
T h e F u tu re o f th e W est, 3. G. de Beils, Eyre and Spottiswoode,
12s. 6d.

ONSIDERING its title, this is a somewhat disappointing book.
It begins well, with an analysis o f the cyclic theory o f history,
but, when the author contributes his own conclusions on the subject,
these prove to be weak, muddled, and vitiated by personal prejudices
o f a glaring kind.
However, all credit must be given to M r. de Beus, who is, in
cidentally, Netherlands Minister at Washington, for his support o f
the unpopular view of the recurrence of historical forms which leads
to the pessimistic conclusion that the West faces an extremely
dangerous crisis which it may not have the capacity to survive.
Most interesting is his early reference to a treatise written in
1869 by a Russian government official, Nikolai Danilevsky, which
stressed the cultural incompatibility of European and Russian
civilisations, claiming that the former was in decline and the latter
in the ascendent. Following up this theme he postulated the exis
tence of many other civilisations during the course of world history
which had passed through similar stages of growth and decay.
This treatise, although loudly acclaimed in Russia, remained
entirely unknown.in Western Europe, until Oswald Spengler and
Arnold Toynbee reopened the entire subject in the twentieth century.
Spengler was first in the field, and Mr. de Beus gives him full credit
for proving (indeed over-proving) his case of the rise and fall of
civilisations from the dead level of “ Fellaheen ” existence. His
criticism o f Spengler’s hard realism as “ Prussian ” and “ militaristic ”
is the first hint of a personal prejudice which vitiates the author’s
own contributions to this subject later in the book.
Very naturally, Mr. de Beus is much more attracted by Toynbee,
who rejects the “ determinism ” of Spengler, advancing in its stead
his theme of “ challenge and response ” by which a civilisation may
continue almost indefinitely—provided it retains the vigour to res
pond to any serious challenge to its further survival. Yet even
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Toynbee is inclined to be pessimistic; asserting certain “ turning
points ” in history, after which a civilization can respond to further
challenges only in the form o f “ rallies” in what has become a
“ rout
The author points out that Toynbee’s bias is the reverse of the
“ militarism ” of Spengler in that he is Christian in his outlook;
though he credits him with the suggestion that the final “ second
religiosity ” of Spengler is a withdrawal of society into a religious
cocoon which preserves in embryonic form the cultural impulse of a
civilisation yet to be bom . It is a pity that Mr. de Beus does not
introduce here the views o f the Russian moralist, Berdyaev (whom
he only mentions in passing) as the originator of the concept of this
withdrawal into introspection to regain the' moral strength to con
tinue the struggle with the external world.
The first part of the book ends with a defence o f the cyclic theory
of history, and rejects the view of such as Dr. Popper that “ history
is meaningless ”. The second part deals with the present phase of
Western civilisation, showing that the West has reached a very grave
crisis, such as has in the past been the prelude to final and disastrous
collapse. While Mr. de Beus enumerates the many symptoms o f
social decay and degeneration which other civilisations have also
experienced, at a similar stage of their decline, he agrees with
Toynbee that collapse is by no means inevitable—provided that the
West has the vigour to “ respond ” to this, the greatest “ challenge ”
it has ever had to face.
At this point the inherent prejudices of the writer begin to
vitiate his arguments. He abandons the thesis of the existence of
cultural systems upon earth other than that o f the West—systems
which are reasserting their independence o f Western domination—
and talks much nonsense of the West being threatened by a “ prole
tariat ” from without joining hands with a “ proletariat ” from
within. This may be excellent propaganda but it is poor science,
especially after praising Danilevsky for his thesis o f the divergence
of European and Russian cultures. The threat to the West—at
least as far as Europe is concerned—comes very much more from
within than from without, and may be compared with the decline
and fall o f the Roman Empire, which not only benefited the “exter
nal proletariat ” o f the Germanic tribes, but also the neighbouring
Mesopotamian civilisation, revitalised by the upsurge o f Islamic
fanaticism.
M uch o f what M r. de Beus has to say is also vitiated by his accep
tance o f America as a part o f the “ West ” when it is rapidly
becoming a distinct cultural system in its own right. H e compares
the vitality o f America with the apathy of Europe, without realising
Chat the real problem o f our age is European and not American.
Yet it is much to his credit that he recognises the necessity of the
Union o f Europe, even if, as a Dutchman, he exaggerates the pro
gress made in this direction as a result o f the creditable example
given by Benelux.
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In the last part of his book, “ The Shape o f Things to Come ” ,
Mr. de Beus rightly concludes that, if Europe is to avoid being over
run by Russia or continuing as an American colony, it must find some
means of reinvigorating its fundamental values. Very true, but M r.
de Beus, as a representative o f the Dutch exile government, avoids
all reference to the amazing success o f the Fascist states in reinvigo
rating these very values. Such elimination o f a whole epoch
o f history is unscientific to say the least. It is only through
a synthesis of all the inherent forces in modem Europe that recovery
can come, whether these forces be democratic o r Fascist in their
origin. Until this is realised there is no hope o f European revival.
We echo the concluding passage of the book: “ It can be done.
It depends on us.”
A .R .

U nder M ilk W ood, Dylan Thomas, D ent, 7s. 6d.

HIS play for voices has an appeal in measure with its impor
tance. It was finished only a month before the author died in
1953. Intended sinoe its conception a decade before for production
on the radio, Under M ilk Wood remains the m ost memorable
survival of Dylan Thomas’s work. But few o f those artists who give
themselves wholly to their work, and to living through it, can expect
to survive for long when ill-nursed by circumstance, and although
we must regret the unkindness of a society which only gives warm
and early acclaim, and support, to the dilettante, we m ust n o t regard
the short-lived genius as incomplete. The young genius is an heroic
figure, and we deserve his loss.
Under M ilk Wood is the epic of a day in the life o f a South Welsh
fishing village called Llaregyb, whose inverse shows Thomas’s
gnomish humour, that feeling for the lewdly ridiculous so keenly
developed in the Celt, a feeling which easily becomes a mysticism of
the bizarre and bawdy. The Celts are erotic peoples, a fact veiled
from the outsider by an apparent puritanism, and the rites of Eros
are part of their natural “ pantheistic ” impulses.
Choice phrase and rhythm, a feeling for onomatopoeia derived
from the Welsh poetic tradition, conjoin in this book to vivid beauty.
The description is deep-cutting yet warmed by compassion. The
dream-lover of the housemaid’s fantasy world approaching “ like
a brilliantined trout ”. The village at night “ bible black ” . And
this heart-warming salutation in a letter, “ G od be with you forever
Myfanwy Price and keep you lovely in His heavenly Mansion ” .
There is much in the poem as whimsically funny as Lear, and much
which betters Thomas Hood, in the same balladic vein, with bawdier
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inference. Although disparate, at times piecemeal, the play remains
a unity, deriving from the very originality of form. No alien tradition
is present, and the work stands out from the affected romances of
many present-day poets who seek new freedom, yet have no roots
in their being, to draw up the richness of a native earth. The author
o f Under M ilk Wood is neither cosmopolitan nor syncretist, but is
brother to all the poets of Wales and Brittany. He spoke no Welsh
apart from the dialect phrases, but his English is the English
o f Wales and must be read as such. Indeed the play may be taken as
an excellent, almost literal study o f the Welsh, who like any other
race cannot be described in foreign terminology. In a few pages
may be seen all the Welsh passion for liberty o f expression, veering,
under compulsion, on the strange: their distrust of a well-organised
civilisation, their enormous capacity for feeling, their malice and
fickleness, and, paradoxically, their love o f one another. Under
M ilk Wood endears the Welsh to the foreigner by no whimsy
mist-rimed charm but by the poet’s clear-cut drawing of a people of
character and profound sensibility, caricatured into abounding life,
a people as much concerned with the smallest acts o f living as with
death and time. Under M ilk Wood is small in compass for so wide a
range o f reference, but its gestures are large. It is not a great work,
but grandeur is its last aim and it is wholly unpretentious, moving
with swift ease the whole way through, swift and with a simple pride.
YVOR POWELL.

Y ie ld to th e N ig h t, Joan Henry, Gollanez, 9s. 6d.

HE PUBLISHERS of this story of a murderess in the con
demned cell assure us that it is “ neither grim nor terrible,”
but rather one of “ beauty and compassion ” . Perhaps these words
are applicable to the kindly prison chaplain, the prison visitor.
Miss Bligh, and even to the wardresses on the dreaded “ deathwatch,” struggling to suppress their natural sympathies in order
to conform to the soul-destroying regulations. But to me the
central character in this remarkable book was none of these, nor
Mary Hilton, the murderess. Dwarfing them all was the soulless,
impersonal figure of Authority, the mind which had drafted the
regulations governing the fate o f a man or woman after sentence
o f death ; this character exhibited neither beauty nor compassion.
Miss Henry’s book is not necessarily an argument for the abolition
of capital punishment, nor against hanging as the best method of
execution. (Evidence before the recent Royal Commission on
Capital Punishment reassured us that executions in Britain are
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carried out “ expeditiously and humanely.”) But it is the most
damning and damnable indictment o f the sadism and cruelty
incorporated in the regulations governing the death penalty. In
a Home Office memorandum presented to the Royal Commission
and quoted in a frontpiece to the book we read :—
“ ___ The date of execution is fixed by the Sheriff. If there is
no appeal, it is a day, other than a Monday, in the week following
the third Sunday after the day on which sentence has been passed.
If there is an appeal and the appeal is unsuccessful the date o f
execution is dependent on the date of the determination o f the
appeal. It is fixed so as to allow an interval o f not less than
fourteen and not more than eighteen clear days to elapse between
the determination of the appeal and the date of the execution.. . . ”
Why must there be an interval of three weeks between sentence
and execution ? To give an opportunity for appeal, bureaucracy
will reply. But it is often announced that the prisoner has no
intention of appealing. And why an interval o f fourteen to eighteen
days after an appeal has been dismissed ? For the murderer to
make his peace, dispose of his property, write his last letters and
receive his last visitors ? All this could be accomplished in a day
or so at the most. Is the period of waiting regarded as an additional
punishment, or deterrent to potential murderers ? Is it not rather
deliberately designed to torture the murderer and satisfy the official
craving for revenge ?
Miss Henry has revealed something of the horrors of that torture
in her “ diary ” from the death cell. The governor comes to tell
the prisoner that her appeal has been dismissed ; she does not
realise the full significance of this until the chaplain visits her and
says : “ . . . it will be in the third week
Then she is sick. Her
horror of life imprisonment as an alternative changes to an over
powering fear of death as the torture proceeds. “ I don’t want to
d ie . . . I don’t want to d ie . . . . ” The doctor examines her and
urges her to eat more ; the victim must be kept alive for the
sacrifice : he carefully dresses a blister on her heel, produced by
prison shoes. She must not be allowed to take her own life ;
her dress has no belt, and when she is allowed a blunt knife and
fork in place o f a spoon she is watched more carefully than ever
until they are collected at the end of each meal. The governor
visits her on a Tuesday morning to tell her there is no reprieve.. . .
“ The execution will take place on Thursday morning.” A nd so
through the last two days of monotony and terror and two nights
of sleeplessness or nightmare — to the fatal morning, the last
prayers, the final drink, the pinioning o f the arms, the walk to the
scaffold. . . and escape at last from die refined torture and cruelty
of the judicial system.
G.V.
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A fr ic a n T r a d itio n a l R e lig io n , Geoffrey Parrinder, Hutchinson, 8s. 6d.
T h e W o rld in the E ve n in g , Christopher Isherwood, Methuen, 12s. 6d.

H E AVERAGE British burgher (too good a label for too bad a
T
thing) is apparently so used to diabolism as his real religion
that he expects it in every other culture too. It exists, of course; but
not in the immediate subsurface as he thinks it does—at least not in
Africa.
The sex-frustrated pseudo-puritan hippopotamus of Surbiton
associates one thing only with traditional African religion—“ name
less orgies ” ending up in the erotic free-for-all he would like to
indulge in himself if he dared. There can surely be no other inter
pretation o f the phrase we see so frequently, or of the origin o f much
o f the worst “ settler ” attitude to Africans.
The obsession with African “ immorality ” focuses so much upon
the nearly universal puberty rites th at it is almost comic to realise
that these rites are really intended to cool the hot blood of youth,
not to inflame it; and, indeed, have much the depressing effect of a
thoroughgoing public-school discipline.
It would not be inaccurate to describe African theology, on tne
average, as a blend of Olympian polytheism and Confucian sky-wor
ship. The metaphysical back-ground reminds one of Japanese
Shinto, with its emphasis on ritual cleanliness and on divine kingship
—the king o f Ashanti is literally El Dorado, the Gilded Man, as the
incarnate force of the sun.
Every African tribal state, whether ruled by a priest-chief o r a
priestly council o f elders, is a theocracy. N o wonder Europeans
made a mess o f things, arriving from a mercantile age into a social
order which inverted almost all their values. The fact th at in
many tribes the king’s mother, not his wife, shared his sovereignty,
and still does so, is an instance. The ancestor-worship and the complex
ideas o f time which prevailed must have confused things greatly—
not to mention the non-capitalistic theories of property. All
interested in the maintenance as well as the creation o f Euro-Africa
should read this book before it is too late.
A reviewer in an im portant Sunday newspaper said of The World
in the Evening that to most people the hellenic and literary-creative
problems o f its characters would seem incomprehensibly repugnant
rubbish. If so I feel “ most people ” should bis packed off to Africa
to study logic. M r. Isherwood’s only fault is the incredible ignorance
he and his characters show about Nazi policy and ideology—a com
plete and utter blank, in fact. “ P.J.” in its worst interpretation is
the only idea he and they seem to have grasped.
This fact really is incomprehensible, because Christopher Isher
wood is perhaps the most important social novelist o f the
thirties. He was in Berlin the whole time, wrote brilliantly satiric
fiction on Berlin life in a working-class area, and is more honest
than the average intellectual. Yet his tragically sincere English
writers, who evep “ get over ” the reason why good writing is ex43
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hausting, apparently never opened an “enemy” b o o k : nor did he.
It is a pity that preoccupation with a precarious moral freedom
should blind men of real goodwill to equally im portant economic
issues. The sen<ence on page 218 whose context I do not quite
understand, “ We saw no witches and no one tried to poison us ” ,
seems odd, in view of the political accusation o f witchcraft which
spoils a beautiful book.
MILES D . S. K IRK.

S terility and Arrogance by Buland Al-Haidari.
To a B asketball P layer by Mohammad Qassim.
The Dove* by Ibrahim Touqan.
Translated and Prefaced by Desmond Stewart. New World Writing 5,
50 cents.
Let me begin by praising New World Writing, in which these
poems appear. It has poetry, drama, drawing, biography, fiction,
in fact, everything, produced with a nonchalant and winning lack of
discrimination which makes it one of the most appealing magazines
of its kind. The four Arabic poems are well presented, with
charming illustrations, an up-to-date example o f the living Arab
tradition in scholarship, poetic art, and decoration. The poems
themselves echo with the struggle for renaissance in what is, contrary
to the ill-informed opinions of many people, the very much alive
old-new Arab world.
Desmond Stewart’s introduction to the poems is very helpful,
and I will not here repeat his remarks upon the inspiration and
climate of Arabic poetry. It is noteworthy to recall, however, that
poetry is the most flourishing and uninterrupted of the arts in the
nearer Orient, that Arabian poets are esteemed members of society,
that all educated men know how to versify, and th at an acknow
ledged ability to write verse adds lustre to the warrior and prestige
to the man of State or affairs.
The four poems here reviewed will not be strange in feeling to
Occidentals, who may not have come across modern Arabic poetry
before, but who, like myself, will find affinities with the Greek poets,
with Catallus and the Alexandrians, reminding one o f the Hellenic
tradition which Islam, more than Christianity, has preserved.
Mr. Stewart is not primarily a nature-poet, and one is not certain
that the purely visual has any significance for him, hence “ The
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Doves ” is disappointing. But the task is difficult, for Arabic poetry
depends much for its effect upon “ onomatopoeia, music of metre
and rhyme; the exploration of subtleties inherent in the meaning of
words ” , “ Sterility ” and “ Arrogance ” arouse our compassion,
both for the youth of the writer and for ourselves when we recall,
as we must when reading these lines, the similar feelings we have
experienced or almost experienced on various occasions. We feel
that the poet, by the nature of the world around him, has a com
plexity o f being and aims which is painful to bear. In these trans
lations one feels the contrasting states of ardent longing and proud
acceptance of Fate are completely authentic and sincere. The young
poet of “ Arrogance ” and “ Sterility ” has taken to heart one of the
p e a t dicta uttered to mankind: “ Know thyself ” . He has succeeded
in giving it new life in his personal message. The quality of aliveness
in all these four works struck me very forcibly, and I had the strange
feeling that “ To a Basketball Player ” must be a fragment of some
new “ Thousand Nights and a Night ” by some misfortune unheard
of, and which I longed to see in its entirety. The quality and
brilliance of the tales of Sheherazade re-echo in this poem, and
who knows, it may be a herald of a new age o f new Caliphs.
W e owe a great deal to Mr. Stewart’s sympathy and skill in bring
ing us these works from Baghdad, and they have sent me out in
search o f an Arabic Grammar.
I.P.

T h e F o u r Seasons C ookery B o o k, Robin Adair, Macdonald, 15s.

N

1864 a book was published by Simpkin Marshall called
Cre-Fydd’s Family Fare. It contained nine hundred and
thirty-three receipts, a bill o f fare for every day in the year, suggestions
for dinner parties “ with the cost annexed ” and “ a few things
worth knowing ” . On the cover is the Cre-Fydd crest, a gryphon
ram pant on a coronet, but there are no pictures of food inside.
Apparently in those days people ate two meals a day, not three
(or four if you count tea) as they did a generation later. These
meals were breakfast and dinner — luncheon is not mentioned by
Cre-Fydd. Typical breakfast menus given are : Ham, Mutton
made hot, dried haddock, or Cold Grouse, tongue, beef, eggs.
Sometimes marmalade or cake is mentioned as well. As the bills
o f fare are supposed to be designed for two persons, and with
no waste, it must be assumed that they ate enormously. Food was
very cheap (oysters sixpence to eightpence a dozen, lobsters oneand-ninepence each) but they ate so much and so many different
things at their two meals that the food bill for four people, including

I
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two servants, amounted to thirteen pounds a month, the equiva
lent today o f about eighty pounds.
One receipt for three quarts of soup begins: Have in readiness
a fow l or pheasant, two partridges, three pounds o f lean veal, three
pounds o f lean beef, half a pound o f lean ham, as well as vegetables,
herbs, port wine and Marsala ; but Cre-Fydd knows how to be
economical, and a soup “ for the Poor ” is made (three times as
much of it) from half an ox cheek, sixpenny-worth o f bones and
some turnips, leeks and dried peas. A suggested bill of fare for a
dinner party of twelve contains three different fish dishes and six
of meat and poultry ; the cost, exclusive o f wine, was almost
five pounds.
. Among the “ things worth knowing ” are Hints to Servants :
“ Be careful not to drop lucifers about the house, never strike them
on the wall. Shut windows in foggy weather. D o no t let strangers
into the house. Do not put plate where it can be seen by passers-by.
Do not throw bones into cellars ” ; and so on.
What a relief to turn from disagreeable, suspicious Cre-Fydd,
so greedy yet so mean, to Mr. Robin Adair and his Four Seasons
Cookery Book. France is the home of good cooking, and it was
in France that Mr. Adair became the great cook he undoubtedly is.
One o f his meals is a never-to-be-forgotten pleasure, he raises
cooking to the level of great art so th at the sense o f taste can
experience the excitement and enjoyment which the other senses
get from music or painting. Readers of The European are familiar
with his articles on food and wine ; and those who have tried his
receipts know how cleverly he describes what must be done to
achieve the delicious results, so that even a beginner can succeed.
His book has everything a cookery book should have, including
beautiful, tempting photographs of food, and an index for every
season of the year. (Cre-Fydd also has an index ; under F one
reads : Fainting fits, fennel, fleas. . . , and so on. While Mr.
Adair concentrates on the delicious, she seems to dwell on the
disgusting : hashed calf’s head, stewed cow’s heel, ox cheek.) For
once beauty, usefulness and economy are on one side, and ugliness,
extravagance and the unappetising on the other. The Four Seasons
Cookery Book would make a perfect Christmas present for any
man, woman or child who likes eating.
D.M.
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SIX NEW POEMS OF LOVE
ECHNIQUE was the hist arena of struggle for twentiethcentury poets. The battle won, the fleshy verbiage of the
nineteenth century rejected, the next issue presented itself: what
to write about. The thirties exhibited an interest in matter, as
against technique : Stephen Spender and W. H. Auden for the
left, Roy Campbell for the right, utilised the Spanish War to make
verse which holds a better mirror to those times than any journal
or history. The Second War, with muddy issues and principles
sagging from the first gunshot, produced practically no poetry,
though some prose of disillusion.
Only Mr. Pound found a subject ample enough for three decades
of verse : despite their obscurity, the Cantos are what their writer
planned, works an adult can read without squirming.
The post-war period has given birth to magazines whose “ only
keep out notice ” is to those interested in politics, or indeed, in
any ideas that involve reality. N or is this exclusion arbitrary.
It seems to express a real sensation among the audience for poetry
— a sense that politics can achieve little, that man incapable of
achieving had better turn to his soul. For many, religion is to the
fifties what politics was to the thirties.
One constant theme remains, however, that no disillusion can
exile, or fatigue suppress. A nd yet love too changes its expression
from age to age. The changing face o f love may show us the
changing face of society yet more deeply than the changing politician:
the ephebe of Hellas, the Christian maiden painted on an Egyptian
coffin, the nun, the Renaissance eques, Boswell in London, Lord
Byron in Italy, the first Mrs. Copperfield, Dorian Grey, Lady
Chatterley, Marlon Brando, etc.
The following six poems all concern love. The reader may be
reassured that such poems are written still; he may be disturbed
to find that the face of love is not able to smile quite as it did before
Dresden, Hiroshima and Auschwitz. If so, he is both naive and
lucky.

T
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Peter Whigham-

LITANY OF THE HEART
Accept these tokens in exchange o f hearts.
Mine heartsease flowerethfast in ink.
Bright blossoms burst from m y penmarks.
Heart of blood be in me.
Heart of water whisper in me.
Heart of silver moon pity me.
Heart of yellow sun kindle me.
Heart of space fill me.
Heart of silences speak to me.
Heart of glass consider me.
Heart of green sprout in me.
Heart of pitch engulf me.
Heart of white blind me.
Heart of tall places humble me.
Heart of the abyss ennoble me.
Heart of stone quiet me.
Heart of Rose enfold me.
Heart of Hearts beat in me.
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart
Heart

of spring leap in me.
of summer stretch in me.
of autumn yawn in me.
of winter sleep in me.
of hours cherish me.
of days emprison me.
of years fashion me.
of earth soil me.
of rains wash me.
of fire bum me.
of air caress me.
of life impregnate me.
of death impregnate me.
of stone quiet me.
of Rose enfold me.
of Hearts beat in me.
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Heart of hills summon me.
Heart of roads lure me.
Heart of cities spurn me.
Heart of fields laugh in me.
Heart of tree grow in me.
Heart of corn dance in me.
Heart of gardens rest in me.
Heart of flowers blush for me.
Heart of bird sing in me.
Heart of nightfall blink at me.
Heart of darkness stroke me.
Heart of dawn stir in me.
Heart of light enshrine me.
Heart of stone quiet me.
Heart of Rose enfold me.
Heart of Hearts beat in me.

Heart of child trust me.
Heart of man comfort me.
Heart of woman receive me.
Heart of stone quiet me.
Heart of Rose enfold me.
Heart of Hearts beat in me.
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Yvor Powell
TO MISS RAKUSEN, EX-MR. RAKUSEN
You were a brave boy,
Dear Miss Rakusen,
When you decided
That your love at any rate
Was going to speak its name.
No matter if this decision
Displayed the muddled thinking
. Uranians are prone to :
(A psychic brew of
Unhappiness and opportunism.)
You at least seeing a solution
Inhaled your anaesthetic like a hero
In order to become a — heroine.
How much have you changed ?
Perhaps not much,
Except that your maquillage
That rich-hued armour
Is plated all over you,
All over Miss Rakusen.
It’s a sad society —
And somewhat ridiculous —
In which you were forced to
Be so very radical.
Still, if you reach that object
Which, you unknowing, your heart sought,
It will have been worth it,
And if you reach nothing a t all,
Save love of the fate you sought for,
You’ll be immortal, Miss Rakusen.
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FLAMENCO HEARD IN LONDON

U pon her harp o f sealing-wax
M iss Ethel Sackbut thrummed and strummed
A plangent dirge.
“ Alas,” wailed Miss Ethel Sackbut,
“ Alas.
All the nice girls love a sailor
Alas,
But I am a nice girl who loves all the sailors, oh£, oh£.
Most ladies are content enough with clothes and souvenirs,
A nd only slightly pandering atmospheres.
But oh, (alas), I am a lady not content with such delightings
Because they gives no Urges
A nd I am a lady with Urges,
Yet my slip never shows, though I always wear one,
And I hide, a good deal of the time, my intimate self.
Oh6 ! I admire but do not live Beethoven, I get hiccups
at the ballet,
Alas, alas.
And, strangely, all the time I am wonderful, wonderful,
alas, lonely.”

This was the song ;
And then the King’s horses, and men also,
Jingling and thumpily, familiarly treading,
Entered Miss Sackbut’s bedroom, signal for tears
Because she knew she was falling
And her flamenco must be her psalm
Through a valley o f leers.
Weeping, however, she threw her harp into the gas-fiie
Where it clung, melting
Among the stars and flames o f yellow and dark yellow.
“ Turn out the lights,” said Miss Ethel Sackbut,
“ I will be silent. My song is over.”
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Alan Neame

BALLATA

From an apartment window idly Angwyn
cast down entangling sanguine yet cautious glances.
Once on the hook, he tightened the line a fraction
languidly played the fish then winding adroitly
& leaning backward for purchase, with deft attraction
landed his catch exceptionally neatly ;
to taste his angler’s trium ph more completely
he discreetly shut out the rest o f France.
Pity poor Angwyn active on Eros’ work
pity the man who trailing his bent pin
hooked up a bottle and rashly drew the cork
(beware the shark, who covets the shark’s skin)
Angwyn was full of confidence : the Djinn
once lured in, eyed his host askance.
Bottles and glasses clink, the minutes pass
the room grows tense : a tiny drop o f fear
distils upon the stem o f Angwyn’s glass ;
a sudden tautening o f the atmosphere
urgently warns him not to persevere
even with what are mere exploratory advances.
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A flash, a crash ; sprung to daemonic size
the Djinn it is that now makes show of leisure
reflectively discarding its disguise
weighing the minute to execute its pleasure
while forced by some uncomprehended pressure
Angwyn must tread the measure of Anteros' dances

Just how that line Angwyn had baited well
grew to a net to tangle Angwyn’s feet
and how he struggled and or how he fell
would make a tale too bitter to repeat
or show him floundering in the toils entreat
the Afreet for sympathy and tolerance.

ENVOI
Who hunts the hunter had best beware the kill
beware the thorn who meddles with the rose
who broaches the bottle keep the stopper close
who tries conclusions fortify the will
for on the hearts of those he overthrows
Anteros takes his intransigent and taunting stance.
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Desmond Stewart
ALBA
Peel from me now, imagined one,
Peel from my eyes
And from my tongue. .
Dawn is the season made by G od for sighs
And we must hate the sun.
But it will sink again,
Your eyes protest.
Darkness will fall like rain
And the ear pressed
Will hear the chest
Resound once more, once more its warm refrain.
But things do not return.
Where the river flows
August must learn
To cast its rose.
The schoolboy from his friend must part,
The sailor lose his ship,
And no child keeps his mother.
And us who beat now as one heart
The cold grey sword will strip
One from another.

J4
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY
I have seen so much beauty upon earth
So much that was rough and wild
That I count my birth as blessed
And all the monotony I suffered as a child
The drabgreen cup
From which in spring is spilt the rose.

I am like those who seeing beauty cease
From their accustomed tasks.
Honours and cash to these
Are wineless casks.
They have received the vivid grape itself
Burst on their flesh and melt away their masks.

I have seen so much beauty that at night
When I am lonely I am most befriended.
Into whatever bright o r unbright room
A hundred forms are crowded.
So too in the tomb
I shall recapture beauty young and naked.
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Desmond Stewart
ALBA
Peel from me now, imagined one,
Peel from my eyes
And from my tongue.
Dawn is the season made by G od for sighs
And we must hate the sun.
But it will sink again,
Your eyes protest.
Darkness will fall like rain
And the ear pressed
Will hear the chest
Resound once more, once more its warm refrain.
But things do not return.
Where the river flows
August must learn
To cast its rose.
The schoolboy from his friend must part.
The sailor lose his ship,
And no child keeps his mother.
And us who beat now as one heart
The cold grey sword will strip
One from another.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY
I have seen so much beauty upon earth
So much that was rough and wild
That I count my birth as blessed
A nd all the monotony I suffered as a child
The drabgreen cup
From which in spring is spilt the rose.

I am like those who seeing beauty cease
From their accustomed tasks.
Honours and cash to these
Are wineless casks.
They have received the vivid grape itself
Burst on their flesh and melt away their masks.

I have seen so much beauty that at night
When I am lonely I am most befriended.
Into whatever bright or unbright room
A hundred forms are crowded.
So too in the tomb
I shall recapture beauty young and naked.
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LETTERS
THE ROLE OF EUROPE
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
Up to the present the dream — one can no longer call it a
Utopia — of a United States of Europe has been realised by only
one nation : the Swiss Confederation. This historic fact is too
easily overlooked amid all the talk about Swiss cheese, Swiss
watches, Swiss chocolate, Swiss hotels and Swiss m ountain railways.
We are admittedly, in numbers, a people o f little importance. In
all there are only five million of us — but what a five million ?
Three million or so are German Swiss, two million French Swiss
and the remainder Italian and Romance Swiss. F our languages
and four races, yet since the year of the foundation o f the
present Confederation, no one section can impose its will on the
others. Nevertheless, each individual Swiss remains, what he has
always been, culturally either a German, Frenchman, Italian or
Romance.
For this reason we claim to have a right to say a word in the
discussion of the proposed United States of Europe. We claim
this right, not because of, but despite our neutrality. W e have
remained neutral for centuries in that we have defended our frontiers
against all comers — regardless of nationality. Yet we may well
abandon our neutrality, on that day when Europe by a gigantic,
voluntary act adopts the statal form which is for us Swiss a matter
of course — a statal form which permits all participants to achieve
fulfilment in their own fashion. There is only one exception —
totalitarian domination of any kind — as we cannot imagine
ourselves being united under a Hitler or a Stalin. A union o f that
kind would only be possible through our complete suppression
as Swiss.
These few words of introduction seem necessary in order to
adopt a standpoint with regard to the discussion between Sir Oswald
Mosley and Dr. Otto Strasser.
It is clear that Switzerland will be affected by the East-West
conflict as seriously as any other country in Europe, Asia, Africa
or the South Seas, in the event of an outbreak o f war. Another
war would engulf all in ruin. We in Berne know this, as do people
in London, Paris, Rome, Stockholm, Washington, Moscow or
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Peking. Whoever incites such a w ar will assume the most terrible
responsibility ; not that anyone could be brought to book, when
we can scarcely imagine that anything would survive.
Why do we write to The European ? Because for once we do
not find ourselves in agreement with our honoured friend, Dr.
Otto Strasser, and are compelled to share the opinion o f Sir Oswald
Mosley who is a complete stranger to us. Also we believe that
only under heavy external pressure will Europe find its way to
union similar to what we have long achieved in Switzerland. This
external pressure comes unquestionably not from America, but
from Russia. If at any time a prize is given in recognition o f the
formation of the United States of Europe, we should seek the
recipient among such people as Stalin,- M olotov and Malenkov.
That such a union would come if we Europeans were left to our
own devices we believe to be out o f the question. Why did the
Swiss unite in 1291 ? Because they were subjected to the heavy
pressure of the Dukes of Austria ; not because o f idealist belief
in the principle of a supra-national confederation.
W hat would in fact occur if America were to withdraw her
powerful hand from Europe ? The immediate trium ph of com
munism in France and Italy — and soon after in the rest of Europe
— without a shot being fired from a Russian rifle or cannon. N ot
even a re-armed Germany could prevent this — true as it may be
that the Germans have twice overthrown the Russians with one
hand, while they defended themselves with the other in the west.
Nevertheless, this time, the Russians would stand on the Rhine
and along the Channel, after they had overwhelmed a new German
Reichswehr.
Russia since 1950 is no longer the Russia o f 1939.’ She is a world
power, against whom nothing can be achieved w ithout the aid o f
the other world power
America. . To realise this is bitter indeed,
but the tru th seldom tastes sweet. W e are placed between the
mill-stones o f these two world powers, whether we like it or not.
History has decided, and nothing now remains for us bu t to organise
as best we can a third or fourth force. I f Destiny grants us a respite
— which is by no means certain — then we can throw all our
spiritual values into the balance, the genius o f a Europe which has
raised the cultural impulse from the East to an inviolate individual
heritage.
W hen we are asked how we intend to bring about such a United
States o f Europe we stand upon our thousand-year-old tradition,
which has grown out of the Old Germanic “ Thing ” (Parliament) —
the confederation of all free, weapon-bearing men in which all
decisions are reached by the majority. So it was among the Goths,
the forefathers of the m odem Danes, Swedes, Norwegians and
Icelanders. So is to this day the custom o f some of the Swiss
mountain Cantons, and thus we have become what we recognise
as a free Swiss Confederation.
Whoever does not understand this, must be told :—
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“ What is written here is not the official opinion of the Swiss
Government, but it is the faith of five hundred thousand Swiss
men, armed to the teeth, who will defend any breach, o f their
neutrality.”
Yours, etc.,
A . G. P o z z y d e B e s t a .
Feierabendstrasse 43,
Basel,
Switzerland.

THE WORKER-PRIESTS OF FRANCE
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
The disaster that has overtaken the worker-priests defines the
price exacted for exposure to communist contamination. N o one
would deny these priests nobility of motive or generosity o f deed ;
but richer in heart than in experience, with perhaps too abstract,
too theoretical a preparation for their task, they believed th a t
charity required them to give all, to give even themselves, before
claiming anything in return. And chiefly they fell victim to the
error that, for the living people, substitutes a deployed and disciplined
communist machine.
To share the lot of the proletariat, were they obliged to join
communist trade unions, the membership of which scarcely equals
one-seventh of the total working population ? M ust the missionary
who would evangelise a heathen tribe co-operate a t the outset with
chief and witch-doctor? Must we credit the worker-priests with such
candid ignorance as would suppose the C.G.T. to be autonom ous?
Perhaps ; but we cannot escape the fact that several o f their number
were seduced into a new religion, making their idol o f the working
class, or what they took to be its truest expression. Their defection
heralded and accelerated what we might call a landslide towards
the Left, clearly marked in various Christian groups, and palpably
attested in the demagogic frenzy o f their publications, void alike
o f lucid thought and Christian teaching.
It is not for us to stand guard on Christian orthodoxy ; we
should not dream of meddling in a matter of ecclesiastical discipline
already indecently exploited by journalists and politicians. The
true significance to the European layman of these recent brawls is
their value as symptoms of the times, and the way in which they
unhappily demonstrate the confusion of intelligent men and the
aberrations of a reason flooded by vague and violent emotions.
We cannot love or serve the people unless we are on good terms
with Malenkov, unless we have recourse to strikes, unless we vilify
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America ; a decision of the Church to reorganise on one restricted
sector implies her rejection of Social Christianity and her desertion
of the poor ; such are the preposterous potions commended to
our lips. Can we swallow them ?
Yours, etc.,
L eo n E m ery .

3 rue Graverol,
Nimes,
Gard,
France.
Note: In a statement Omnium Ecclesiarum o f 15th August the Vati
can announced that in future the work o f the worker-priests will be
controlled by the Mission de France, which will be given its own
territory, bishop and seminary.
The new worker-priests will thus
be adequately trained in industrial and social questions, and subject
to direct episcopal authority.

THE

ULSTER POLICE STATE

To the Editor o f The European.
Sir,
Mr. Geoffrey Vernon’s article, headed “ The Ulster Police
State,” is a characteristic piece o f Anti-Partitionist propaganda,
and seriously maligns the Government and people of. Northern
Ireland. The best answer to his ill-informed diatribe on the Flags
and Emblems (Display) Act is that made by the Minister of Home
Affairs (M r. George B. Hanna, Q.C., M.P.) in the House of
Commons, on 10th February 1954 :—
“ The Bill is simple and straightforward : it imposes no new
duties,,, no new obligations, no new restrictions on any person.
It does not take from any person any privilege or right that he
ever had, and it neither encourages nor assists anyone to act
in a manner that could reasonably be considered to be offensive
or hurtful to reasonable and law-abiding citizens.”
On another occasion the Minister stated that so long as the
Tricolour (the emblem o f the twenty-six county Republic o f Eire)
was merely flown as an act o f courtesy it was doing no harm, but
if it were flown by anyone for the purpose o f provoking any of the
loyal people o f N orthern Ireland, o r for the furtherance o f the
claim of Republican Suzerainty over Northern Ireland that in his
opinion would be a breach o f the law.
As to the Civil Authorities (Special Powers) Act, I may point
out that the Government o f N orthern Ireland make no distinctions
between persons o f different religions. The only thing that the
Government do require from the citizens o f Northern Ireland is
loyalty to the Throne and Constitution and obedience to established
law.
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Recently, regulations under this Act which had been revoked
were re-imposed because an illegal body known as the Irish Repub
lican Army raided the Gough military barracks in the city o f Armagh
and stole a quantity o f arms. To show the intransigent attitude
of many people in the Republic of Eire I may state that, after this
raid, the Corporation of Limerick passed a resolution calling upon
the Republican Government to refuse to co-operate with the British
Authorities and the Royal Ulster Constabulary in identifying'the
thieves.
Further, Mr. Vernon alleges that Partition of Ireland was
reluctantly accepted by Unionists and Nationalists as a “ temporary
expedient
That is not true.
The facts have been clearly stated by Sir Douglas Savory, M.A.,
M.P., a well-known Ulster member of the House o f Commons of
the United Kingdom. A forecast of the report o f the Boundary
commission so alarmed the Free State Government that they entered
into negotiations fo r an agreement, which was signed on 3rd Decem
ber 1925 by representatives of Great Britain, N orthern Ireland,
and the Irish Free State. Under Article I the extent of N orthern
Ireland, as defined by the Act of 1920, was confirmed, and con
sequently the whole of the Six Counties were definitely secured to
Northern Ireland. This agreement was ratified by an Act o f the
Imperial Parliament, and also by an Act o f the Irish Free State,
which was No. 40 in their Statute Book of the year 1925. In fact,
it was accepted by overwhelming majorities of both Houses of
Parliament sitting in Dublin.
There are many errors and mis-statements in Mr. Vernon’s
article. For instance, he alleges that the Unionists dare not meet
the Nationalists (Anti-Partitionists) in public debate, etc. Mr.
W. W. B. Topping, Q.C., M.P., and I have faced the Nationalists
in public debate on a number o f occasions, the latest being in the
ancient city of Kilkenny on Friday, 23rd April last.
Yours, etc.,
W. D

ouglas,

Secretary.
Ulster Unionist Council,
Unionist Headquarters,
3 Glengall Street,
Belfast.
Mr. Geoffrey Vernon writes:—
Mr. Douglas quotes the Belfast Minister of Home Affairs as
saying that the Flags and Emblems (Display) Act ” . . . imposes no
new duties, no new obligations, no new restrictions on any
person.. . . ” The Minister displays a touching paternal affection for
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his own child which is not likely to be shared by anyone who stud
ies Sections 1 and 2 o f the Act, and the terrifying penalties which
may be imposed for an offence against them.
Will Mr. Douglas clearly and concisely explain how a policeman
or a magistrate decides whether a flag is being flown as “ an act
of courtesy ” or for “ provocation ” ?
I was astounded to read th at “ the Government o f N orthern
Ireland make no distinction between persons of different religion ” .
Has Mr. Douglas never heard of Lord ,Brookeborough’s advice
to employers to follow his example and refuse to employ Catholics ;
has he never heard o f applicants for employment returning to the
employment exchanges with cards marked “ Reason for non
engagement : religion ” ?
Mr. Douglas uses the raid on the Gough military barracks to
justify the re-introduction o f emergency powers. The raid, and
any other show of force, is to be deplored, but the answer is not
emergency regulations, but a removal o f the grievance o f partition
which inspired the attack.
Lloyd George repeatedly assured the Nationalists th at partition
was “ temporary,” while he secretly wrote to Carson, “ We must
make it clear that Ulster does not, whether she wills it or not, merge
with the rest o f Ireland ” . By trickery and the threat o f war the
1921 agreement was signed ; in 1925 the Irish Government, in
fear of a further loss of territory o r renewal o f hostilities, reluctantly
and under pressure signed the agreement which recognised the
existence o f partition. The signing did nothing to lessen nationalist
objections to partition, objections shared originally by the Orange
men themselves. (Has M r. Douglas forgotten the words o f Lord
Glentoran, then Chief U nionist W hip, in Belfast on 10th October
1946 : “ We never asked for Partition and we never wanted it ” ?)
Mr. Douglas knows perfectly well th a t the original dispute was
between those who wished all Ireland to remain subservient to the
British Crown and those who wished all Ireland to be independent.
Partition was an impossible compromise which neither party
desired.
I congratulate Mr. Douglas on a t last meeting the Nationalists
in public debate. M y article was written before 23rd April and I
had certainly never heard o f any others. Such debates can d o
nothing but good.
Why does Mr. Douglas speak o f “ Ulster,” when that historic
province consists of nine counties, three o f which (including Donegal,
the largest) have been left o u t o f the partitioned area ? (Will he
comment on Carson’s startling admission when partition was
under discussion : “ I f the whole o f Ulster were included you would
have no chance o f successfully starting a Parliament in Belfast ” ?)
Why not take a plebiscite on partition o f the people o f all Ireland
— or at least of all Ulster. These are the points at issue.
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AFRICA
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
It has been suggested in The European, on several occasions,
that Africa could feed overcrowded Western European countries
and absorb their surplus population.
Have the protagonists of this scheme examined the matter closely ?
Is it not true, for instance, that the direct rays of the sun in the
equatorial region prevent the formation o f humus ? A re there
large areas suitable for settlement by white people that have not
already been claimed by English, Afrikaner or Portuguese settlers,
who would be loth to see swarms of Sicilians, Neapolitans, Rhine
landers, Belgians, Poles, Spaniards, Greeks, Maltese and the like
pouring into the surrounding acres from transit camps, the back
streets and scrubby hillside smallholdings of the old countries ?
As it is, there are many of the above in Nyasaland, Kenya and
Tanganyika. As the Belgians, Portuguese, French, South Africans
and English have not adopted identical methods of dealing with
the various indigenous peoples, the apportioning of land between
whites and blacks would indeed be a formidable task.
There is also the question of the settlement o f Morocco, Algeria
and Tunisia by white people. The desert which separates this
problem from the other (although it is distinct in its other aspects
too) has been found capable of cultivation. There are said to be
large underground lakes in the region. But sovereign states like
Morocco, Tunisia, Libya and the Sudan will, as experience has
shown, resent the mentality that classifies them with the Congo,
Kenya or Nyasaland. There are states in the negroid regions also,
such as Ashanti and Buganda, of which the latter has been estranged
from England by alarm at the prospect of being submerged by hordes
of white settlers, while the former, a Moslem kingdom, distrusts the
Christian and heathen aliens of the coast. Finally, would the white
settlers have people of their own colour to do the menial tasks ?
There are other outlets. Brazil has long-term schemes for
development of her virgin interior. Venezuela, too, has attracted
homeless Slavs and-others in search o f land. The two Australasian
powers, meanwhile, will become increasingly tempting prey to the
rulers of teeming India, China and Japan.
Yours, etc.,
P a t r ic k J . N . B u r y .

Ballymountain House,
W aterford, Eire.
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AMERICAN CONTROVERSY
To the Editor o f The European.
Sir,
Let me offer a suggestion from considerable experience in minority
political writing.
D on’t waste space trying to state your, opposition’s case. All
the conventional press is busy a t that, and your paper is precious
for presenting w hat the conventional press will omit. I refer to
your using half a page in the June 1954 number to print w hat some
ignoramic baboon had to say about Senator Joseph McCarthy.
Why didn’t you use that space to relate that for many months past
a syndicate o f patriotic Americans has kept posted a ten thousand
dollar reward for anybody who will produce a person McCarthy
has accused o f being a “ red ” who has not a record o f membership
in provably “ red ” organisations which are a p art o f — o r directed
by — the C .P.A .? The conventional press, so far as I ’ve seen,
has suppressed all news o f that.
Re M cCarthy ; may I explain for your information th at in
America a court verdict m ust be obtained before “ proof ” of
communist membership or activity may be so stated free from all
hazards o f libel. So where in instance after instance M cCarthy
has abundant testimony from recantings “ reds,” even dictaphone
recording evidence (non-admissible in most federal cases in America)
plus tons of other evidence, on to p o f the questioned persons
refusing on the stand to state whether or no t they are spies or
“ red ” agents, in the absence o f a court verdict, the conventional
press can say that M cCarthy has offered no “ p ro o f” . And I
may add that in most instances there is no issue o f criminality,
and if there were, M cCarthy’s committee has no judicial powers
whatsoever. It is concerned solely with ferreting evidence that
high-up bureaucratic figures for political reasons harbour known
“ red ” agents in critically im portant positions. But lacking
judicial powers, and with no crime at law at issue usually, for
reference to the district attorney for prosecution, M cCarthy’s
committee must be content with questioning a suspect. This can
not produce a bench verdict. A nd without a bench verdict, a
suspect, technically in the U.S., has not been “ proved ” to be
guilty. This explains how the conventional press can present the
suspect as “ innocent ” .
If you can get the actual transcripts of these hearings, as I do,
you will see the planned lying o f the press, and the conspiratorial
role o f the international press services, in concealing what is most
significant.
Along with this planned lying, the Moscow sympathisers have
droves o f letterhead committees, mostly composed o f university
professors, bishops and related professional liars. Y ou have only
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to get the straight o f some matter by obtaining a transcript o f the
hearings verbatim, and then note how these summa cum crooks
lard it with lies, to judge the justice o f that remark.
So, please, don’t try to talk for your opponents. Sight your
bead on a party line for pro-survivalists and focus only straight
ahead.
Yours, etc.,
Ra l ph T o w

nsend
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